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Foreword

MAJOR TREND toward greater

in the rolesandIfitiiiif men and women

has become apparent throughout the world;

'ally in the developed countries. In the

sited States it has already had important

impacts on the economy. It has increased the

supply of women workers available to do the

many different kinds of paid jobs that are

needed to produce goods and services, and it

has changed the nature of our unemploy-

ment problems._ As the other side of the

same coin, there have been signifieant effects

on both the total amount and the distribu-

eon of disposable income available to in-

dividuals and to families to buy what has

been produced.

The stringent federal laws and regulations

dealing with nondiscrimination in employ-

ment that were enacted in the miE960's_____

have reinforced this trend. With limited ex-

ceptions, equality of opportunity for all pro-

tected groupsincluding womenis called

for in filling job openings at levels', sub-

ject only to qualifications that are clearly

relevant to job performance.

The Conference Board has assumed a

leadership rule in keeping the business com-

munity informed about these important

changes. We expect a continuing informa-

tion development and dissemination pro

gram to be needed in this area for many

yearspossibly greater than our on limited

resources can sustain.

We wish to thank- the Rockefeller Family

Fund; The' Ford Foundation, and Mobil Oil

Corporation for grants helping to support

this particular research project.

Appreciation is also due to the following

employer associations for their help in en-

couraging a sufficient response to our eon-

', ference _Board survey so that some of the

employment data gathered from very large

companies couldbe considered separately by

broad industry categories:

Airline Industrial Relations Conference

American Gas Msociation

American TruckingAssocianon

Association of American Railroads

Bank Administration Institute

Edison Electric Institute

National Association of Broadcasters

National Retail Merchants Association

It should, of course; be noted that none of

these funders or helpful employer associa-

tions is responsible for the design N conduct

of this Conference Board study or for the

terpretation of the results. The study

designed and carried out as &joint Project by

Ruth Gilbert Shaeffer, Senior Research

Associate in our Management Research

Division which is under the direction of

Harold Stieglitz, and by' Helen' Axel,

Economist in our Economics Division

which is under, the direction of Edgar R.

Fiedler,

In all of our research we are especially in-

debted to the many individuals and organi-

zations that piovide us with data. This is

even more true than usual for this study; for

the topic is an extremely sensitive one. The

Conference Board is grateful that so many

major. corporations trust it to carry out this

kind of research well and to maintain the

strictest confidentialit).

KENNETH A. RANDALL

President



By Way of Introduction

THE MID-1*O's MARKED A WATER-

SHED in this country's approach to the ap-

propriate employment of its full array of

human resources. The_ fact is that up until

'then virtually all the higher paying, more

desirable jobs and leadership _roles in our

society had been_reserved not just to a

tam groupgroup of whites, :out to white mares,

Title VII of the Civil Rights. At of 19g and

the related Executive Orders 112it and

11375 mandated an end to the discrimi-

natory distribution of employment op-

portunities, not only on the bas of race;

color; religion and national origi4 but also

on the basis of sex; By. 1972; ese non-

discrimination-in-employment re4uirements

had been extended to all sector of the

economy.

The results-oriented definition of what

constitutes employment discriminion that

was adopted, in Title v11 was given

unanimous approval by the Supreme Court

in 1971.1 Because it requires _.1pFoyers to

justify their continued use of :'Icolicies and

practices that have an adverse elct on the

employment opportunities proviled to any

protected group, it has posed fundamental

questions about the genuine qualifications

needed to perform different kinds of jobs.

'Griggs v. Duke Power Co. 401 U.S, 424(1971).
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By now many superficial explanations of

why women and members of minority

groups should be limited to certain jobs and

excluded from others have been questioned

and found wanting.

When the federal nondiscrimination laws

and regulations first went into effect, many

major employers assumed they were largely

irrelevant to themthat_ this was just one

more example of needless governmental

meddling in the essentially sound, well-run

affairs of their orpnizations. But over the

years this attitude has changed. More and

more employers have come to recognize that

some of their seemingly neutral staffing

policies and practices do indeed have the ef-

fect of unnecessarily excluding qualified

women and minorities from the better jobs.'

They have discovered that a considerable

number of time-honored employment poli-

cies and procedures are largely irrelevant

to their own business purposes andeven

'Only some of the irrIplications of the federal non.

discrimination laws and regulations are discussed in this

particular report. It is imprtant to note that they cover

al/ aspects of the employment relationship; not just in.

itial hiring and ether staffing ,actions. See Non.

discemination in EinPrOyment, Changing Perspectives

1963:1972, Conference Board Report No 589 (1973);

and' Nondiscrimination in Etwokrent, 1973-1975; A

Broadening and Deepenirrg _Maim/ t ffinn; Con.

ference Board Report No: 677 (1975); both by, Binh

Gilbert Shaeffer:

worsethat some are actually dysfunc-

tional. Taking positive steps to change such

practices not only improves the job op-

portunities being provided to protected

groups; it also contributes to the safe and ef-

ficient operation of the business.

L In the early years follbwing_ passage of the

law, most employers focused almost all of

their attention on improving the job op-

portunities they provided to minorities. Sex

discrimination had been includedin the law

almost inadvertently; and it was regarded as

a somewhat frivolous issue; But when the

costly AT&T consent agreement was signed

in January, 1973, employers were abruptly

reminded that they were also required to

provide equal \employment opportunity for

women.

Despite soul real_rnisgivings about how

the various la s and regtilations am being

administered, many major employers now

say that they find no incompatibility be-

tween the basic thrust of the nondiscrimina-

tion requirements and what sound bUsiness

policy and pratice dictate. They _say that

equal employment opportunity makes good

business sense;! that this country can no

longer afford ' to waste such a valuable

natural resource as the vast pool of human

potential our various minorities, and females

represent; Together these protected groups

account for just about half the civilian work



force, and, as thoughtful business leaders

note, we simply must take proper advantage

of their finest talents and skills.

About the Chartbook

This chartbook is the first in a planned

series of reports on the progress that is being

made in utilizing our country's full array of

human resources more appropriately. It

focuses on the largest of all the previously

overlooked groups, the women, who now

make up over 40 percent of the work force.

It dcuments what happened between 1970

and 1975 in improving job opportunities for

women, with special emphasis on the prop

ress made in business.'

There has been change. Women are, in-

deed, beginning to move into some of the

better paying, higher status occupational

'A subsequent volume will describe the general n Lure

of the corporate change effort for women and will um

manic whau_has been learned thus far about h w to

make such efforts more successful,

iB

categories in larger numbers, especially in

some major companies. By 1975; the change

process had not been in effect long enough

to have made major differences in the

overall configuration of women's employ-

ment patterns. But it is clear that lithe new

staffing flows continue, they will yield

significantly diffeient occupational profiles

for women. On the other hands experts warn

it is likely to be many decades before women

and men share equally in top decision-

making roles in high-technology industries

and in certain other heavily male-dominated

job categories;' Some doubt that it will ever

happen.

Factors Influencing the Change

Process

The changes in maleteniale employment

'For a fuller discussion of such matters, see bfonitop

Mg the Human Resource System, Conference Board

Report No. 717 (1977), by Ruth Gilbert Shaeffer.

patterns that occurred between 1970 and

1975 are by no means simple. They are the

result of the interplay of many socio-

economic trends; technological develop-

ments; and cyclical influences in addition to

employer efforts to comply with the federal

nondiscrimination laws and regulations;

This study demonstrates that these changes

also differ considerably based on the existing

circumstances in different sectors of the

economy; in different kinds of industries

within the business sector; in different sizes

Of companies within each industry; in dif-

ferent occupational categories; and also in

relation to the initial proportions of men and

women in the work force. Knowing ab t

such differences may help individual co

panies to determine: (11 where n

change effort is likely to yield relatively

prompt results; (2) where they may need to

make greater efforts; and (3) where they may

need to plan for sustained effort based On

longer range strategies for achieving gradual

change.

5



A Meth ological Note

Several different kinds of employ

meat data have beerused in preparing

this chartbook:

(A) 1970 data from the U.S Census

of Population.

(6) 1970, 197rand 1975 data from

the Current Population Survey (CPS) of

households, inclUding unpublished

data-.

p 1970 and 1975 payroll data from

surveys of establishments conducted

by the LI-1 Department of Labor

(D).1970 and 1975 U.S. summaries

of gall EEO1 reporti by industry pub-

lished by the Equal Employment 01

portnnity Commission;

_1970 and _1975 Consolidated

EE01 reports submitted to The Con.

ference Board by a matched sampleof

. 111_ very large, but not necessarily

typical,:- companies in certain in

&Arles; The companies are among

those listed_ in the various Fottune

lists, plus other very large members of

certain employer associations.

(F) Survey information from 209

very large companies with respect to

19704915 changes in their employ.

ment of women for certain clearly non

traditional jobs.

We have tried to keep this diversity of

source material in mind in preparing

the chartbook; and readers are urged

to proceed cautiously in making their

own additional comparison& '
It should especially be noted, that

the Census and_ the Current Pop*

tion Survey jCPS) data _are obtained

from households; while the other

kinds of data we used are obtained

from employers, Elite for the_ same

year from these two sources will differ

because the former is a count of per-

sons working while -the latter is a

count of jobs held. In addition, em.

ployer statistics by definition exclude

self.employed workers*, they are in-

cluded in the household series.

As a further complication, the Cen.

sus and the CPS data themselves are

not fully comparable. The 1970 Census

figures on detailed. occupations and

industries were taken from a 20 per.

cent sample of the population, col.

lected at a specific time (April, 1970)

primarily through mailed question.

'lakes. Thus, they are susceptible both

to seasonal influences on employ

ment_and_ to errors in selfenumera

tion. The CPS data, on the other hand,

are gathered by trained Interviewers

from a relatively small sample of

households (50,111' surveyed each

month for labor force information.

Results for all the months in the year

can be waged to obtain a more

stable aggregate figure for the year)

but there often is still considerable

variability involved._ Furthermore,

since the occupational classifications

used in this survey were not rec

onciled to the 1970_Census classifica.

tion system until 1972, no direct com.

parisons can be made of data within

this series between 1970 and 1975.

Although the summary statistics

from the EEOC for business and in



dustry present no .discrepancies in

deflnitions'when aggregated into the

broad industrial classifications used

in thli chartbook a comparability

problem probably exists between the

two years with regard to coverage. All

employers with 1® or more employ-

ees (and government contractors with

50 or more employees) are required to

file EE01 forma. Smaller employers'

compliance with the f fling requirement

was undoubtedly greater in 1975 than

in 1970, when the law was still rela-

Unclip new. Thus, although EEOC data

dealing with the proportions of women

in various categories Indifferent years

are likely to be sound, .the growth

figures for some occupatiOns and in-

dustries in the EEOC statistics

presented in this book may be

somewhat exaggerated.

On the Other hand, the EE0-1

statistics for 1910 and 1975 from the

very large companies participating in

the CB Survey are precisely matched

for yeato-year comparability, so even

the growth figures will be sound.

(Survey companies that Indicated ma.

Or acquisitions or mergers were ex

cluded.) Here the problem is one of

representativeness. We must assume

that these companies are not neces

sarily typical of all very large com-

panies in their industries. Nonetheless

the information they supplied Is impor

tant, for they are leading companies

that employ millions of persons.

By analyzing and comparing the

available data in various ways, we

have been able to present information

about the Job opportunities being pro-

vided to women in various occupa-

tional categories In the period from

1970 to 1975 in. terms of the following

successive frames of reference:

The economy as a whole

f. The corporate sector compared

with all other sectors

Within the corporate sector:

(1) By Industry, based on what is

beingprdduced

(2) By industry; based on the

malefemale composition of the work

force

(3) On certain important nontradi

tional lobs.

Moreover; In presenting Information

about what has been happening within

certain industries, we bave been able,

by 'comparing the patterns in data

from different sources, to shed some

light on the effect company size may

have had on the job opportunities be-

ing. provided for women during this

pera
Because we expect this chartbOok

will be Used in a variety of settings, we

have tried to keepla number of foot-

notes to a minimum. The data sources

for each chart are shown by lettered

reference lathose listed at _the begin-

fling_ of this methodoloilcal note.

Those . who have questions about

specific statistics_ or about our

methodology In 'dealing with the data

The Conference Board.

are invited to contact the authors at



The Economy as a Whole



WHEN the 1970 Census was taken there

were 29 million women employed in the

United States, and they accounted for 38

percent of the total work force. By 1975;

CPS data showed that the number of work-

ing_ women had increased to nearly 34

million, and their proportion of total U.S.

employment had increased to 40 percent. On

the face of it, this might seem to indicate that

some progress had been made in iinproving

10

the job opportunities provided to women

over the fiveyear period, But the number of

women wanting to work has been growing

rapidly; too; and providing women with

more jobs does not necessarily mean pro-

viding ihem with better jobs.

The characteristic feature of our very large

female labor force has beenand continues

to besevere occupational segregation.

Unlike the men, most women workers are

crowded into a relatively narrow range of

lower paying, less desirable occupations.

They are also heavily concentrated within

certain industries that rely heavily on these

occupations. Despite recent efforts to

broaden the range of occupational roles

available to women; "traditionally female"

occupations still persist; and the overall

employment profiles of women workers con-

tinue to be quite separate and distinct from

those of males.

And yet, as subsequent information in this

chartbook amply demonstrates, in response

to many economic, social, and legal



pressures, an important change has begun in

the way in which women in the work force

are being utilized in certain parts of the

econom iy. Even though this change process is

still too new to have resulted in striking dif-

ferences in the overall employment patterns

of women; between 1970 and 1975 there

were some notable improvements in the job

opportunites being provided to them;

A more detailed look at the employment

patterns of men and women in 1970, both by

industry and by occupation, provides'

necessary background information for

understanding the changes that had occurred

by 1975.

Male.Female Employment Patterns in

1970

In 1970, four major occupational cate-

gories,-clerical, service, professional and

operativeincluded 82 percent of all female.

workers. Clerical work was by far the largest

category: 35 percent of all working women

were employed as secretaries, bookkeepers,

typists, or performed some other kind of

office work. Service_ workers outside the

household accounted for another 17 percent,

while those who worked as semiskilled

operatives made up 14 percent of the total.

Sixteen percent of the women worked as pro-

fessionals. Thus only 18 percent of the

women were distributed among all the other

major occupational categories used by the

Censusin managerial and administrative

roles; in various kinds of sales work; in the

skilled trades; in various other forms of

blue-collar activity; such as transport

operatives of unskilled laborers in industry;

19
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as paid househoki workers; or as farm

workers.

By contrast; the 1970 occupational dis-

tribution for men was much more widely

dispersed: Their top four occupational

categories were craft, operative; professional

and managerial; but all told these accounted

for only 65 percent of the total male work

force. (Forty percent of themen worked in

skilled and semiskilled blue-collar jobs;

another 25 percent held prolessional and

managerial positions.) The rest of the men

(35 percent) were well scattered among the

remaining broad occupational groups used

by the Census.

Because of the relationship between oc-

cupations and the industries in which people

work, the distribution of male and feinale

Workers by broad industrial categories in

1970 offers no real surprises. Generally

speaking, the male workers were predomi-

nantly in the ,goods-prciducing industries,

where the greatest number of blue-collar

jobs are located: Forty percent of all

employed men in 1970 worked in mmufac-

hiring, construction and mining; but only

about 20 percent of the employed women did

so. Nearly three-fifths of all the women held

jobs in retail trade and in professional and

other, service industries; only 30 percent of

the male work force was similarly employed:

The accompanyinj histogram provides an

overview of the distribution of men and

women by broad occupational groupings in

1970. The width of each bar indicates the

relative size of that occupational category in

the whole U.S. economy, while the vertical

division of the bar indicates the proportion

of women and men in it. Accordingly, the

22
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comparative sizes of various solid bar areas

reflect the comparative numbefs of women

employed. The chart is based on the broad

occupational categories used by the Census;

however; the traditional order in which they

are presented has been changed to reflect the

proportional representation of ROM.
The representation of men and women in i

different occupational categories varies coriz

siderably. For example, in 1970, women *-
formed 97 percent of all service jobs in

priVate households; 74 percent-of the huge

numbers of clerical jobs; and 56 percent.of
all the niany service jobs outside the
household. At the other extreme; women

held 614 4 percents of the jobs operating

transportation equipment; they made up
only 5 percent of the sizable .numbers of

workers in the skilled crafts; only 8 percent

of all nonfarm laborers and 9 0-dee* Of all

farm workers were women; and:only 17 per-

cent of all the managers and administrators

were women.

In between these two extremes there wire

several broad occupational categories in

which the overall representation of men and

women was roughly proportional to their

participation in the labor force. For exam-

ple, 40 percent of the many professionals

and technicians were women; 39_ percent of

the sales jobs were performed by women;

and 38 percent of all the semiskilled

operatives were women. However, this

overall picture of a balanced work-force in-

cluding both men and women in these

Categories is very Misleading. When the mix

of men and women performing specific

kinds of jobs within these broad occupa-

tional categories is examined; many other ex-

amples of the severe occupational segrega-

tion of women are revealed.

In 1970, the representation of women in

some of the more common occupations

ranged from 1 percent or less to well over 90

percent Notice in particular how wide the

variation is in the proportions of women

working on various kinds of jobs within the

same broad occupational category-1 For. ex

ample, within the_ largely male.doMinated

managerial andadministrative category the

spread is from 4 percent women among sales

managers (excluding those in retailing) to 44

percent women among health administra-

tors. And within the apparently male-

female-balanced professional and techni-

category, the range is from J percent

women among airplane pilots to 97 percent

13
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among registered nurses, The same thing is

true in the other two apparently male-

female-balanced categories: The range in the

sales worker category is from 8 percent to 56

percent female; and in the semiskilled

operative category it runs from 2 percent to

94,percent.

It would, be ideal if we could use detailed

occupatiotial figures such as these on an

industry-byindustry basis 'to show exactly

how much improvement there has been be-

tween 1970 and 1975 in the job opportunities

provided to women. Unfortunately, the

lateit reliable figures are from the 1970 Cen-

sus, _and the next available ones will

probably be from the 1980 Census. The year-

to-year CAS figures that are available for

detailed occupations are not broken down by

industry, and, even in the aggregate, they

seem much too erratic to be trusted. For-

tunately, the year-to-year statistics that are

available for the broad occupational

categories are relatively more stable and,

kome_more meaningful when they are ex-

amined by sector and by industry.'

The accompanying histogram summarizes

the distribution of both male and Female

workers by industry across the entire U.S.

economy in 1970. It is based on the broad in-

dttstrial categories used by the Census

which sometimes include or exclude Of=

The whole question of what labor force statistics

should be used for various purposes is a complex one,

mot only in theory but also in practice. ft is especially

important to note that the most appropriate statistics to

use to determine what improvement in job opportunities

for women occurred between 1970 and 1975 are not

necessarilr,the most appropriate oneS for other pur-

poses, e.g., to assess the present or future supply of

women qualified to perform various jobs.

ferent kinds of employment than t ir titles

might suggest (see belowbut ty have

been reordered based on. the prof ion of

the work force that is female. The wi th of

the bar for each industrial category indicates

the proportion of ;the total U.S. work force

that is employed in that category;

o 20

representation of women in diffirent

industry tegories varies widelY. lt ranges

, from 6 percent in construction to 72 percent

in personal services. Those industries in

which women held a larger proportion of the

jobs than their average (38 percent) for the

total economy are:

Proportions of Men and Women in

. Broad Industrial Categories, 1970

Percent Distribution by Industry

40 60 Bo 100
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personal servict5,72 "-percent female.

r.

This category includes not only private

houseiolds but aio, for example, laundries;

biauty shops; hotels; motels and other

ing

Pferessional services-63 percent female.

This is a huge category thatincludes, for ex-

ample, doctors' and dentists' offices; both

public anti private hos_pitais and other health

care institutions; offices of attorneys, ac-

countants, architects et cetera; both public

and private schools and colleges; libraries;

museums; churches and welfae services;

nonprofit membership organizations.

Mom insurance, real estaie-50 per-

cent female;

Retailtnide-46 percent female.

Nondurable goods marifacturing-39

percent female.

All told; in 1970 these five industry

categories accounted for three out of every

four working women.

The remaining industry categories are

those in which men held a greater than

average (62 percent) proportion of the jobs.

In descending orderof their presence in the

labor force; these are;

Construction-94 percent male.

Mining-92 percent mak.

Agriaiture, forestry, fisheries-89

cent male.

Durablegoods mingfacturing-79 per-

Transportation, communications, other

public utilities-79 percent male.

Wholesale trade-77 percent male.

Public administration-70 percent male;

This category includes all employees of

16

federal; state and local governments (notable

exceptions are those in utilities or sanitary

services); and postal service workers. Police

and, firefighters are also in this category; but

not employees in public health care or educa-

tional institutions.

Business services and entertainment ser-

vices-70percent male,

In 1970, these eight broad industry

categories included nearly three-fifths of all

the jobs for men, but only one out of every

four jobs for women.

Thus, there really has been segregation of

women; not only by occupations; but also in

1

terms of their general work settings. A ma-

jority of the men and a majority of the

women worked in totally different broad in-

dustry categories.

Changes in Malgemale Employment'

Protiles,1970 and 1975

As noted earlier, the aggregate statistics

for 1975 certainly reveal no starling dif

ferences from the general male-female pro-

files in 1970. But some relatively modest

overall changes did occur, and these are evi-

dent even though -no perfectly matched data

exist for the comparison of occupatiop- in-

dustry statistics between the two years;

a.



In large measure, the changes shown in the

representation of women within the total

U.S. work force lietween 1970 and 1975 can

be attributed to three continuing and fun-

damental change processes affecting the

economy as a whole:

The Number of Women Working. Most

significant, probably, is the continued rapid

growth in the size of the female work force:

By no means unique to the 19704075 time

interval; it has been a dominant trend

throughout the post-World. War II era and

its impetus still continues unabated, Between

1970 and 1975 the increase in t e number of

employed women was greater both in ab-

solute numbirs and in per ntages. Ac.

cording to survey data; there' were 3.9

million more working women in 1975 than in

1970, compared with only 2,3 million more

men. Translated into percentages, the

growth rate for the female work force is 13

percentmore than double the 5 percent

growth tate for the men. Accordingly; while

women already accounted for 38 percent of

the working population in 1970, by 1975

they accounted for 40 percent of a con-

siderably larger working population, and so,

all 1975 employment figures would be likely

to show at least some increase in female

representation.

The Shift to services. Actually, however,

the changes in female employment have not

been uniform because of a second fun-

damental change in the economy. A long-

term shift in the relative importance of cer-

tain industries as sources of employment has

also been occurring. It yielded changes in job

patterns for both men and women between

1970 and 1975. Concurrent with the long

term decline in blue.collar employment in

goods production; there has been increasing

employment in the service-providing in-

dustries; with their special emphasis on

White-collar and service occupationsand.

their typically greater employment of

women.

The Business Cycle: This is still another

powerful economic force that needs to be

kept in mind, It has an impact on the situa-

tion in at least two major ways. First of all; a

recession sharply reduces the available

number of job openings. Employers shift

from creating new jobs to holding the line,

or even reducing, the total number of jobs

they provide. And; of course, at the same

time, fewer emplo_yees quit their jobs volun-

tarily because they are uncertain about

whether they can find others, so there are

also fewer replacement job openings

available. Increases in the employment of

women can only occur when there ,are job

openings for them to fill-.

Furthermore; a recession temporarily

changes the overall mix of jobs. Indeed,

because of the .difference hi the economic

climate in. 1975 compared with 1970, the

basic shift toward white-collar and service

occupations is probably beiiig seen in

somewhat heightened form. Although 1970

had been considered a recession year, the

1975 recession was far more severe, and its

effect on Imployment, especially in fac-

tories, as much more pervasive. It is ,

probable that at least some of the apparent

upward 'shift in the proportions of workers

employed in most white-collar jobs really

reflects their greater job security during the

especially adverse economic conditions in

1975;

'Wei Possible Influences. The combined

impact of all three of these broad; underly.

ing economic forces must, of course; be kept

in _mind in assessing whether any observed

change in male-female employment statistics

between 1970 and 1975 Might possibly be

due to any other influences; such as pressure

from the women's movement- or the federal

nondiscrimination laws and regulations.

There are two changes in the overall figures

that the underlying economic fOrces do not

seem to explain fully. Between 1970 and

1975 there appears to have been a substantial

increase in the total number of managers.

Also, the rate of increase in female managers

appears to have been greater than the rate of

increase among the men.

Something special may have happened for

women across this whole broad occupational

category. But, due to the lack of strict com-

parability between the 1970 and 1975 data; it

is difficult to_ be sure. The changes, may ac-

tually be occurring largely within specific

parts of the economy;

The corporate sectorthat part of the

economy in which . there are many large

private companiesis an especially likely

place to look for further evidence of this and

'other changes in job opportunities for

women. This sector is highly visibkit is also

the sector that has been subject to stringent

federal nondiscrimination laws and regula-

tions for the longest time. Furthermore, it. is

a sector for which a Considerable amount of

1970-1975 data is available from a vaifety of

sources.
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As ALREADY NOTED, the overall male. _

female employment_ patterns for the U.S,

economy are somewhat misleading. Because

they meld quite different, severely

segregated patterns into seemingly more in-

tegrated wholes, they give the impression

that women are more widely dispersed and

more evenly represented at various organiza.

tional levels throughout- the economy than

they really are. The overall data certainly do

not accurately disiribe_ the mal&female

employment situation in business, especially

not in the kinds of business that are usually

undertaken by relatively large profit-making

corporations. And that, of course, indicates

that the situation in the remainder of the

,NI

2° 34

economy is really quite different, too. This

section-notes the changes,_e_speciallyin the

corporate sector, between 1970 and 1975.

"The corporate sector" has been defined

as including these industries: mining, con.
struction, durable_ goods_ manufacturing,

nondurable goods manufacturing, transpor-

tation, communications, other public

utilities, wholesale trade, retail, trade,

financeind insurance. In 1970,64 percent of

all workers were employed in the corporate

sector.

"Ill other sectors" of the economy

therefore includes:. agriculture, forestry and

fisheries; real estate; personal, professional

and other services; and public administra.

tion.' Thirty.six percent of workers were

employed in organizations devoted to these

varied activities.

Because tit corporate sector includes so

many male-dominated industries and ex.

eludes the personal and professional service

industries where so- many women are

employed; in 1970 the employment mix in

this sector was 69 percent male and 31 per.

cent female. In the remainder of the

economy the work fore was evenly split by

sex. Looking at the data in a different way;

71 percent of all the men who worked but

: 'A cleamut separation of the corporate sector from

the rest of the _economy was not always possibk, In a

few instances, for example, real estate could not be sub.

tracted from finance and-insurance. Furthermore,. oc-

cupational data for Utilities gen included sanitary:

services, which are krgel : e public sector and

should have been excluded m the corporate 'sector.

Nonetheless, employment in both of these industries in

very small and their inclusion or-exclusion has little ef.

. feet on the overall picture; ,except as noted for certain

occupations.
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only 52 went of the working women were

employed in the corporate sector %

Over the-long run, moving toward em-

ployment parity for women implies a shift

toward greater female _employment in the

corporate sector and/or taster employment

of males in the reit of the economy. But by

1013 the aggregate figures still showed only

slight changes.

A fairly large group of occupations, prin.

Comparative Employment

Patterns In 1970

By Sox

Comdata
Subs

(49 Ian)

By Sector

(48 Peon)

All 051w

*tom
(28 Malon)

WO=
(29 4111on)

cipally in the blue-collar and sales area, are

found almost Aclusively within the 'cor-

porate sector; On the other hand, others

such as private household service work and

farmingare bting regarded as outside that

sector, Clerical work, however, has no par-

ticular setting; it is found in all pans of the

economy. So are professional, managerial

and serte ompittions, but with obvious

differences mp ecor

for and elsewhere; There are proportionately

fewer professional and service- employees, in

business, but there are significantly more

managers.:

Comparative Employment Patterns of

Men and Women by Sector

Although total employment in. the coi"

'porate sector was broadly spread across

many occut1onat :#4110Tietin 1970; the

1fl
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women Working in this sector were heavily

concentrated in only four of the categories.

They were very likely to be clerical workers,

semiskilled operatives, service workers, or

sales Workers. Relatively few were in the

higher paying, more prestigious occupations

of managers and administrators, profes-

sionals and technicians, or craft workers,

where so many men worked; Women were

also unlikely to be transport operatives or

laborers;

There was less variety of employment by

occupation for either sex in the remainder of

the economy. Most of the people tended to

be working as professionals and technicians;

clerical workers; or service workers. And

women were very well represented In all

three of these briad occupational categories.

By compadon with the rest of the

economy, the proportion of women in pro-

fessional and managerial occupations in the

corporate sector was especially small. Only

13 percent of all thqse employed in each of

these categories in the corporate sector were

women; in the remainder of the economy

women made up 51 percent of allthose in the

professional and technical category and 25

percent of all the managers and ad-

ministrators.

The primary reason the work force in the

corporate sector was so predominantly male

in 1970 was that virtually all the skilled craft

jobs and other largely male-oriented blue-

collar jobs were in this sector. But there was

another contributing factorhigher propor-

tions of men than of women were employed

within the corpoiate sector in various oc-

cupational cateitories.

In fact, with the exception of the sales
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worker category, ere the:shares were just

aliout..evenin 1970 a disproportionately

large share of the In working in each, and

every broad occupational category had jobs

in the corporate sector. This, of course;

means that a disproportionately small

number' of the women employed in each

category worked in a corporate _work setting.

The imbalance by sex even holds true among

clerical workers.

The most obvious imbalance by sex is in

the professional and technical category,

Among the men,despite the fact that so

many Of them worked in .such male-domi-

nated roles outside the corporate sector as

4 0
,

.

."Irr'.....;',T-,-`47LPir.vrt,

. K4611.1"'.

daair;:deniii, lawyer, irCliiiitt, member of

the clergy, or college 'professorfully 41

percent of their professional and technical

jobs were within the corporate sector. And

there; many of them' also worked In male-

dominated occupationssuch as engineer,

scientist or technician in manufacturing;

construction or the utilities, Only 9 percent

of the women professional worked in the

corporat e sector. The oth 90 percent

worked as nurses; health ca e technicians;

social workers, elementary and secondary

school teachers, librarians; and so on; in

other sectors.

Another major imbalance by sex is in the

managerial and administrative category.

Among the men, 76 percent of their

managerial posts were in the corporate sec .

tor, but among the women this was true of

less than 60 percent. Despite the fact that

only about a quarter of all managerial jobs

are found in the rest of the economy, over 40

percent of the lemale managers and ad.

ministrators were employed it schools and

colleges;; real estate offices; hotels and

motels; hospitals; religious and welfare

agencies; government offices; and the like;

To be sure, the professionaland mana-

gerial jobs in the corporate sector are not

likely to be fully comparable with those in

other parts of the economy, But knowledge-

able experts in personnel selection and

development note that job analysis often

reveals broad common areas of knowledge

and skill in variously titled professional and

managerial jobs in different economic sec-

tors. For quite some time these human

resource specialists have been predicting that

(here will be greater movement of both men

and women back and forth among or-

porate, school, college, hospital and govern-

mental work settings as more and more

employers and employees become aware that

this is true.'

Vomen's Share of Jobs by Occupation

and Sector In 1970, 1972 and 1975

Although it is not appropriate to make

'These same experts also note that lobs with exactly

the_same titles_nften require quite different knowkdge

and skills in different organizations or work settings,

This is but one of the many factors that make it so dii.

ficult to determine which statistics are best used for

various human resource management purposes.
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precile.comparlsons between the 1970 Ctn .

sus figures and the 197aor 1975 CPS figures,

'it ispossible to use all thiR sets of figures to

gain a general impression of what has hap-

pened to the representation of women in

various occupational categories both in the

corporate ._sector and in the rest of the

economy. Such a broad-brush picture can Ai

least provide information about where most.

change. has probably occurred and what its

basic direction has been. Furthermore,

although percentages are based on very small

populations in some instances, a number of

comparisons can still be made for any given

year between the situation in the corporate

sector and the situation in the rest of the

economy,

First of all; the accompanying chart clear.

ly confirms that by 1975 there had been a

favorable change in the representation of

women itthe managerial and administrative

category in all parts of the economy. It

seems potsible that this process began

somewhat earlier in the corporate sector

than in the other sectors i where women

already held a much larger share of the

managerial roles.'

A favorable change also sees to have oc-

curred in the representation df women in

'Because ii Was notlossible to septeèmjloyment

data for real estate from finance and iñurajieinCPS

statistics for 1972_and _1975; the 1970 Census'figures

have been adjusted in the accompanyintchart for cer

min occupations, namili, managers and sales workers,

so that yeapto.year comparisons can be made. The real

estate industry is small but its atypical pattern of feMak

representation in managerial jobs (high) and sales work

(low) has some effect on the aggregate figures for these

occupations, especially where the employment base is

small.
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, jobs in the core

have traditionally

evr sudt positias. Th r represen-

n in professional roles other puts of

Se* have :held about

l level:

with tie overall growth in the

etiak labor force, there was a noticeable in-

crease throughout the :economy in the

representation olwomen in the tradition*

Male .categories of defied and service

worker It also appears likdy that a similar

increase. occurred in the proportion of

women among 'ides workers, it leag in the

corporate sector where the majority of the

sales jobs are located. (The situation else;

where is less clear-cut since the chart includes

real estate employment in the corporate sec-

tor. This industry accounts for over half of

the small numbex of sales jobs in the rest of

the amply; See footnote2;)

In the other large, typically heavily female

categorythe semiskilled operativesthe

women appear to have held their own in the

corporate sector but to have lost some

ground, especially between 1972 and 1975, in

the rest of the economy. This is probably due

to the fact that most women classified as;

operatives outside, of the corporate sector

hold jots in laundries and small dressmaking

shops. Employment in these personal service

industries has -been declining for some, tune,

and whiletthis change may have resulted in a

loss of jobs for women, it can hardly be in-

terpreted as having involved any major loss

in job status for them.

Thus, based on the improvement shown in

the representation of women in upscale job

categoriesthe better paying, higher status

jots-the comorate sector dOes appear to be

the part of the economy that has achieved

the greatest improvement in the job op-

*junkies provided_to women. The changes

are not spectacular, but they warrant further

study.

Chanips in MiliFemale Employment

Patterns In the Corporate Sector, 1970

and 1975

The overall configuration of the employ-

ment of men and women in the corporate

sector looki much the same in 1970,1972

and 1975. Over the ii*A/ear period the pro-

portion of women employed increased by

only one percentage point to 32 percent

(compared to an increase from 38 percent to

40 percent female representation in the total

U;S; work. force); And the women are still

largely segregated in the clerical, operative,

service and Wes jobs.

But closer inspection does reveal some

Poliant changes both in the distribution of

all employees by:occupation and also in the

proportions of men and women Moo of

the occupational categories. The most Ob-

vious differences are in the managerial

category; where both types of change have

occurred. In the first place,' this whole

category has apparently increased substan-

tially in size. The 1970 Census showed only

10 percent of all corporate sector employees

as managers; the 1972 CPS figure was 12

percent; and the1975 CPS figure was 13 per-

cent And in the second place; as already

noted, the proportion of women in the

managerial category has also increased; The

1970 Census showed 13 percent female

managers; the 1972 CPS figure was 15 per-

cent; and the 1975 figure was 17 percent.

Thus, the women rippor to have made a

double gainthey ha00een increasing their

share of the empliiyintent in this especially

important category at the same time that the

category itself has been ii_7ing; 1

Moreover; the gains :for women in

management do not seem tOhave been made

at the expense of jobs for wtiTen in the pro-

fessionif and technical category, yhich is a

common source of managers in many com-

panies. The employment of *Omen in this

category appears to have grown, too.

Four developments thattelate to the most

common female occupations in the cor-

porate sector should again be noted;

The proportion of female sales workers

is apparently growing (1970 -.40 percent;

1972-42 patent; 1975743 Percent).

I. The Proportion of female clerical

workers also apparently continues to climb

(19771 percent; 1972-74 ivrcent;

1975 -76 percent).

The proportion of female service

workers aptarently also increased (19752

percent; 1972 -53 percent; 1975-54 per-

cent);

here was a noticeable decline in" the

employment of both men and women as

semiskilled operatives (19720_percent of

all workers; 1972-19 percent; 1975717 per-

cent). But in thecorporate sector, unlike the

rest of the economy, the women maintained

their share: (37.38 percent) of the remaining

jobs;

"-L

the corporate sector ,b'etween' 1970 and

: (
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1975; just ar in the economy as a whole,

there was a shift toward 'more employment

for women in various white-collar oqupt.

lions:. But something specialsonithing

that goes beyond what can readily .he ex-

plained by then.business cycle; by the shift :-

toward service industries, and bythe growth

in the female labor force participation

seems to have happened, for women in both

the managerial and the professional ranks in

the corporate sector.

As already noted; given the available

statistics,_ it` is not possible to compare the .

1970 tale-female employment figures for

the whole corporate sector directly wilit _any

1975 figures in order .,,to calctilate exactly how

much change has taken place." But because

the1970, 1972, and 1975 histograms do look

so similar it se-ems reasonable to assume that

the overall profile of the 1970 to 975

changes wOuld look-quite a bit like the pro.

files which summarize the 1972 to 1975

changei inernplognent by sex;

Between 1972 and 1975, tOtal'emplOyment

in the.corporate sector. increased by less than .

2 percent: The changes resUlted in a net in

crease of 6 Percent in the employment of

women 'and a._ very ._slight decrase (1 per-

cent] in theta tioyinent

But titre were some occupational

categories =- especially .the- managerial and

the Service worker eitegories7in which mate

employment : increased substantially, and

sonic in which it remained essentially stable:

At the same dine there was a sharp recession-

'Fortunately, it is possible to make 1970 to 1973 coin.

prisons rot larger Companies in specific Industries, See

pages 33768,





ti inkblot-
viorker4tt odes._

:.c!otteli, their largeit, increases

ntinierically Were in thdr stereotyped roles as

clerical work* and service worke4; they

shOwed a coniderable intreneisilit usual

Sales worker citegolyi toe.' Butivomen also

made Strong:numedcal gains .in then tainip

professional and craft categories -all

relittivdy large employment categorjes in

whirl they had previously been seriously

underrepresaned. And, like the men; they

suffered a major loss of employment ln the

semiskilled operative Category;

When the numerical changes bttween 1912

and.1975 are expressed in percentage terms;

the changes in ratite employment-. took

quite different be the 1972 bails in

sore cases are very small and in alter cases

they are 'very large. Forcxample, an ic.crease

of .98,1 1 1 women in the sales worker

category is only a 4 percent increase in Che

huge numbers of female sales workers. But

an increase of 90,000 in the numbt of pro-

reisionalt and technicians, represents a 24

percent increase in women in this category.

The compirative rates of increase for the

males and for the females in each Oecupa-

gond category are similarly influenced by

the size of the base figures. Per example, an

increase of 411,000 men amounts to only an

8 percent increase in the total number of

male tnanagas. But an increase of 202,00

in the number of female managers is a 22

percent increase in their representation.

Nonetheless, it is the percentage change

figures-4e comliarative :Id rata of

changefor men and women inan mope-

lion that are important to consider in deter!

Mining whether the job Opportunities tieing

provided to women, are improving. If the net,

rates of Change formes and for women con!

time to he strikingly different over a period

of Years, then the proportions of men and

women in that occupation will alio

necessarily change.

From these pictunst there it confirming

evidence that in the *orate sector the total

nimbi of managers islncrening ind -that

the rate of increase is considerably_ greater

for women_ ( +22 percent between 1972 and

1975) than it is for men( +8 percent over the,

same time period). (Bee page 27)

But there are kdications of ..two other

Pool* important differences in upscale job

categories in favor of W01110, too. The in-
crease in tel represaitation in profession&

a a technical jobs (+24 'percent betWeen

1972 and 1975) is at a considerably raster

rate the increase for even ( 7T. 1 percent

over the e years). Aid, although this

particular e may well be a temporaly

aberration; the e thing-appears to be true

1 in blukokr jo other than operatives al

peke& for WOOD d a negative growth

for men)-. Something gild does; indeed,

seem to be happening t women in the cor-

porate sectors And it is le to examine

this change more carefully th by specific

industryand by size of corn
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THE remainder of this chartbook deals

with what has been happening to women

within the corporate segtor, The 1970 (or) in

some cases, .1912) and 175 male-female

employment and occupational patterns are

examined from three perspectives:

(1)_ Within broad industry categories,

bated on_the kinds of goods or services being

pro-duced;

(2) Within those industries where the

work force is Prilely male compared to those

where there is more female representation;

(3) For certain impor'tant nontraditional

jobs for women across the whole corporate

sector.

_ Even when the focus narrows to what has

been happening within the corporate sector;

the 1970 employment in cupati al pat-

terns of men and woeneby ib means

uniform. They differ tre endously both

across industry categories and also, ap-

parently, by size of company within such

categories. Furthermore, there have been

quite different changes in these patterns dur-

ing the five years between 1970 and 1975 in

different kinds and sizes of companies, just

as there have been differences in the rate of



change for female representation in different

kinds of nontraditional jobs.

Akhough there has been a long-term trend

toward grater' employment outside the

goodslroducing industries; these, industries

were still heavy employers of both men and

women in 1970'and even. in 1975; Borger;

the greatest increases in total employment

from 1970 to 1975 occurred in the service in-

ddstries: in banking, wholesale_ and retail

trade; electric and gars Utilities and insurance,

These increases are in contrast to an actual

drop in employment in manufacturing; par-

ticularly. in nondurable 066 industries.

Generally speaking, the 19701975 changes

in the employment of women followed much

this same Pattern.

, Men are especially well represented in

mining; construction, durable goods

manufacturing, transportation, electric and

gas utilities and wholesale trade; On the

other hand; nondurable goods manufacture
,

mg; retail trade; banking and insurance have

especially high proportions of women; While

there were more women employed in 1975;

there were only relatively small changes from

the pattern of their representation in various

industries in 1970.

As noted; there was considerable variation

in the size and even the direction of the

changes in employment in 'different in-

dustries between 1970 and 1975. But the

percentage changes in the employment of

women were almost alWays more favorable

than the changes in total employment in the

industry. That is, if the change figures were

positive, then the growth rate for women

was larger than the growth rate for total

111(11,11). (ItU
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employment in the industry ;. _ and if . the

fignres: were negative, _then the , Women's

percentage...Change %Mt was smaller. The

only. exception to this general pattern was in

the communication industry, where the,

women: orperienced a r ieduction in employ

meat betieen 19:70_ and 1975 even though

total employment was increasing.

In some industries- such as in mining,.

construction and transObrtatiOn7the

relatively large percentage chinge in the

employment of women between ,197cliand

1975 reflects the fact that the representation

of women was Minimal to begin with anda
modest numerical gain occurred: .However,

in . other industries; such as retail trade;

banking and insurance; women were well

represented in 1970 and increased their

numbers' at a significantly faster pace than

the growth in total employment.

In manufacturing, on the other hank

there was. a contraction in ,both total and

lemale employment. The ;women probably

suffered the effects of the 1975 recession lesi

severer. because fewer of them. were in blue-,

collar employment;

The accompanying, matrix, summarizing

male and female employment_by both broad

industry Category and broad occupational.

groupings; shows the striking differences in

the 1970 patterns for ..the sexes witliin the

corporate sector. Women are abundantly

located in. a _very . limited _number of

categories and are virtually nonexistent in

many others; whereas male workers are

much more broadly distributed; Of the 99
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The Concentration of Men and Women

By Oanpation and Industry) 19.70

. Total ekplo selecteeinsiustrlesseksektizotr00%
Men

Nowt of Total
Mgrs I

Employment

Prf, Tech

Sla

cir

Crit

Opr

Tr Op

for

Sry

Women

Mgri

Prf, Tech I

Sle

Clr

Crft

OAS

Tr Op

6.1% or more

.11 2.1-0.0%

II1.1-2.0%

.6-1.0%

1 2;5%

.1% or fewer

Percent O_T_otal

Employment

II8.1 % or more

2.1-8.0%

I1.1-2.0%.

II.0-1.0%

.24%

.1% or fewer



nuitrix (One occupational group-

rites *vett broad industry categories),

the five that are most deeply: shaded included

more than 55 percent of all the women work-

ing in the corporate sectoroperatives in

bout durables and nondarables manufactur-

ing; -and sales, clerical andservice workers in

retail_trade, In order to include 55 percent of

all the men, 12 different occupationindustry

cells need to be counted; On the other hand,

59

58 cells in the matrix--those that are blank-,-

were occupations that had onetenth of one

percent or fewer- of all the women employed

in the corporate sector; only 32 such cells

existed fort,
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next sections take a closer look
at the Job opportunities pipvided for

Li*meen:behtieeri.. 1970 and 1975 in' ce r-
Industries; Whenver pOssibie,
set's_ of I similar charts are

ip,011eeiritecl, one right below the other,
that lisentially the same kinds of

i'Inforrnatton. can be ,considered for
v-6companles of different Sizes, The
'',!,thiee: sets of charts are labeled to

;;show the source(s) of the. data being
Presented:

CENSUS (or ' sometimes CPS).
This row of .charts presentS Informal,
tion about all the_ people who work in
the Industry. In effect, the charts cover
allcompanies,..tiven the very small
ories;
. EEOC..This row of chart's sum-
marizes infOrmation: that somewhat

::-larger employers; those with 100 or
more employees (or 50 or more

; employees if they were "government
6ontractors) submitted to the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commis-
S on.

CB SURVEY. This row of charts
summarizes informatiOn submitted
directlY to The ConferenOe Board by
some Very large corporations. Exactly
the same companies reported data for .

both 1970 and 1975. These dorpora
lions prchablt are not typical of all the
very large companies in the industry.
Nonetheless, they are important
because they account for an important
share of the total employment in the
iqdustry.
(For further information about the ck,ta
sources, see the general methodok,g
ical note on page 6-.)



THE 1970 CENSUS showed that one out of
every four U.S. workers was employed in a
manufacturing organization. Fourteen
million of these workers were men and less
than six million were women. Companies in
the manufacturing part of the economy are
commonly divided into two broad industry
groups: those that prciduce durable goods,
that is, goods of relatively long usefulness;
and those that produce nondurable goods,
that is, goods that are consumed or other-
wise used up more quickly.

Durable Goods Manufacturing in 1970

In 1970, almost 12 million persons were
employed by organizations engaged in
durable goods manufacturing, and most.
worked for good-sized companies. More
than nine m" for the firms with
over 50-10t, -at reported to the
EEOC; In CB sample of .14
very large c .1s companies; the
average- ...; over 37,000 per-
sons pc .:ttf

All in :11, goods marulac..arin3 ;s
a very masculine vex.: .1, with on*.y one in
every five workers being a woman. But the
male-female representation in the work force
varies considerably based on the specific
kinds of gocids being produced. For exam-
ple, women. made up only 9 percent of the
work force in companies producing primary
metals; only 10 percent in lumber com-
panies; only 13 percent in companies pro-
ducing transportation equipment;, and only
17 percent in companies producing nonelec-
triCal machinery. On the other hand; women
represented 38 percent of the work force in





companies making electrical machinery and

equipment; and 37 percent in professional

and photographic eqttipment.

Between, these two extremes are metal

fabricating companies; manufacturers of

stone, clay and glass products; and furniture

'and fixture -products.. The extremely low

feiale representation. (11 percent) in the

very large CB Survey compaties is not

necessarily: typical of all very large durable

goods manufacturers; it is primarily related

to the kinds of goo& they produce,'

While the greatest number of employees in

durable goods manufacturing in 1970 were

semiskilled operatives; there were also many

blue,collar craft workers, In keeping with

the complex technology generally used in

such manufacturing; there were sizable

numliers of managers and engineers as well'

as _other professional ant:, technical

employees. Relatively few sales workers were

employed. About one emploYee in eight was

a clerical worker.

For some time now, durables manufactur-

ing has -been experiencing declining blue- col-

lar employment due to increasing

mechanization and automation. This

downward trend was accentuated by the

recession of 19711 and by the even deeper

recession in 1975; so the data for both years

probably reflect the employment remaining

following some blne,collar layoffs, usually

based on seniority; and other reductions in

the work force.

While clearly outnumbered by the men in

such categories; most of the women

employed by durable goods manufacturers

in 19713 worked on the assembly line or

elsewhere in production t as semiskilled

operatives-. They were empl yed for various

kinds of detail work on sm II productsas

punch and stamping press op rators, riveters

and fasteners, filers, polis ersor they

worked as light assemblers; packers and

wrappers; checkers, examiner and inspec-

tors; Most clerical jobs in plants ex-

pediters; shipping and stock clerks;

timekeepers et ceterawere reserved for

men; but the women held most of u'ie clerical

jobs in office settings. Indeed, in the very

large CB Survey companies, the clericalobs

were the only ones in which women had any

substantial representation.

Nonetheless; about 15 percent of all the

women working in durables manufacturing

companies did hold other :kinds of jobs,

Most were in low -level professional and

technical jobs such as engineering and

science technicians, bookkeepers and ac-

countants, computer specialists, nurses and

personnel workers; but there, were also a few

craft workers, including some supervisors of

other womenespecially in the electrical

equipment, photo and professional equip-

ment, and furniture industries. Of course,

there were also some service workers-.

The accompanying histograms summarize

the distribution of women and men by oc-

cupation in the total work force in durable

goods manufacturing in 1970. The width of

the bar for each occupational category

represents the proportion of the total work

oforce employed in that occupation, while the

division_ by color within each of the bars

shows the proportion of women and men

working in that category. It is plain that, ex-

cept in the clerical and semiskilled operative

categories (and in cempanies with 50=100 or

more employees in unskilled laborers jobs);

.worn had only token representation-in the

durable goods work force in 1970. Indeed, in

t;le very large companies that furnished us

data, women were not even in the majority

in the derical jobs, and they held less than 10

percent of the operatives jobs,

Nondurable Gorids Manufacturing In

1974

In. 1970, there were. eight million persons

,working for companies manufacturing such

nondurable Products as food arineverages;

tobacco;. textiles; nothing; paper, books and

other printed matter; chemicals; plttoleum

and_ coal products; rubber_ and _plastic

products; and leather goods. Five-and-a-half

million.worked for companies with 50101) Or

more employees that reported to the EE

in that year. The 23 very large CB Surve

companies making nondurable pods had a

average of 11;000 employees in 1970; th

they were considerably smaller than the.

durable goods manufacturers in the CB

Survey.sample,

Nondurable goods manufacturers have a

different mix .of occupations in, their work

force; They have proportionately fewer pro-

fessional; technical and craft employees and'

proportionately more sales workers and

f!miskilled operatives than the durable

goocts manufacturers do. They: also have

almost double the proportion of women in

the total work force (39 percent compared

with 21 percent),

The very large CB Survey companies_ in

nondurables manufacturing have noticeably

fewer operatives than most companies do,
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suggesting greater mechanization or automa-

tion._ of the production processes in their

specific industries, Just as in durables

manufacturing, the_ CB Survey companies

also,have More white-collar jobs than 'the

smaller companies do. And, in 1970, their

proportion of female employees is much

!smaller (orilY 24 percent compared with 39

percent for the entire industry category),.

Most of the _womea :employed;_by

durable goods manufacturers in fac-

Lodes primarily semiskilled operatives

(altliiigh in the companies with 50100 or

more employees many of the women

employed in the faCtories were categorized

on the EEO-1 form as laborers), The other

very large occupational category for women

is, of course, the office and clerical workers.

A very high proportion (45 percent) of the

wont employed by the CB Survey com!

panics are in clericatoccupations, and there

is an unexpectedly small proportion of them

in the blue-collar work force. On the other

hand; a somewhat larger slice of the total

female work force of these very large com-

panies is employed in professional and

technical occupations.

The overwhelming femaleness of the

semiskilled operations and clerical job

categories and the heavy weighting of these

kinds of workers in the total work force

make it plain how nondurable_ goods

manufacturers utilize such a high proportion

of women, But in 1970, the women clearly

did not have a proportionate share of the

better paying; more skilled, or more

prestigous jobs. They were primarily

employed as lower level aides, helpers and

performers of repetitive tasks, and rarely as

independent' decision._ makersabout their

.own work br .aknit how the organization

should function.

'Nonetheless, women had considerably

better job opportunities in nondurahles

manufacturing than in durables. Their

representation -in every single occupational

_categiryincluding the upscale managerial

professional, technical, sales and craft

categoriesis higher in nondurable goals.

manufacturing than it-is in durable goods

manufacturing. (This .holds true for both

1970 and 1975;. and regardless of whether

one looks at the aggregate 'data for all com-

panies; the data- for companies with over

50-100 employees, or the data for the very

large companies that provided us with their

statistics. Further diiussion of this key

point will be found on pages 70 to 77.)

Subsequent Changes In Manufacturlil

Employment Profiles.

Unfortunately, there 'are no. comparable

1970 and 1975 figures to show industrywide

changes in employment profiles by occupa.

don and by sex. The best available data can

only show the changes b-etween 1972 and

1975. Even so, these industrywide figures,

which in effect include companies of_ all

sizes, provide useful refereice points when'

viewing the 1970-1975 changes that occurred

in larger manufacturing commies.

As noted earlier, there has been a drop in

manufacturing employment that i has

centered .primarily in -blue- collar jobs-. But

the 1972-1975 data -show it also extended to

the sales and clerical areas.. In fact, only two .

occupational categories show a substantial

increase in employment during this period



the managerial and the professional

Categories, The 12 percent growth in the

managerial category is especially impressive

when One takes into account the fact that

much of. this increase occurred in the two

years between 1972 and 1974; and was then

maintained diirinithe 1975 recession.

Generally piecing; the changes in the

employment of women in manufacturing

from.. 1972 to 1975 were much more

favorable than -the changes in the total

figures; While women lost some jobs overall

due to the substantial drops their employ-

ment as operatives; their decrease in both

cases was less than that in the total figures.

Furthermorei they experienced, absolute

gains in employment in every .other

categoryeven in those in which total

employment was dropping. The largest

percentage changes in female employment

during the _three-year period included in-

creases of 28 to 30 percent in the profes-

sional and managerial categories as well as

'among service workers.

The net result of all these changes.appears

to have kn an increase in the represent&

Lion of-women in every single occupational

categriry bitween 1972 and 1975. And; while

the,Oicture is less clear-cut in the blue collar

occupations, at least in the white- collar oc-

cupations there dO appear to be increases

beyond the 1970 Census levels.

Because women were gaining in clerical

employment at the same time the occupa-

tional category itself was contracting,. the

largest change in the proportion of women

by 1975 is in the_ clerical field. In that year,

67 percent of all clerical workers in manufac-

turing were female. And, although women

did improve their, representation.among pro-

fessionals, managefs rind .service Workers

somewhat, by )975_ the only other occupa-

tioniicategory in which they were anywhere

near labor-force parity was still the semi-

skilled operatives.

1910.1915 Employment Changes in

Major Companies

The 1970-1975 changes in the employment

profiles in the larger companies reporting to

theiBOC and. in very large 'companies in

the CE Survey are in many respects .similar
;

to thole alreadyconsidered, but in. these

major. companies hey are much more

dramatic.'

'It is_possible that sme of the growth in employment

that is-measured by t EEOC dataactutely results from

an increase in the numbers - of _companies reporting.

However, data Shown for the CB Survey companies

represent a matched sample for the two years; andcom-

panies that indicated major acquisitiors or mergers were

excluded,

72
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1975, the major companies showed

large IlltitlitS for women in all occupational

categories where very few had beet

'impinied in 197O-This make sense in terms

of the kinds of changes* would expect if,

as fault of goieriunent pressures, both the

larger comeeries reporting to the EEOC and

the very large CB Survey companies were

making a concerti] effort fo improve' the job

oPportonities they provided to women. Of

course, the additioit of only ..a few women

does produce . a rather large percentage

change. if Ihe number_ employed in the

category initially is small. But this does not

mean.that the change is not a meaningful

one; it may represent a highly significant

breakthrough in terms of overcoming

psychologicil barriers to change.

Among durables._ manufacturers with

50-100 or -.more employees; the service

worker category was apparently the only one

in Which -women lost ground; between 1970

and 1975; compared with men. In all the

others they appear eitherto_ have held on to

more than a proportional share of the jobs.

remaining in a declining_categbry or to have

made positive gains. The increases :seem

escially. impressive in the following

categories: officials and managers ( + 114

`percent); sales workers ( + 66 percent); pro-

fessionals ( + 58 percent); technicians ( +33

percent); and craft workeri( + 31 percent). 11

is interesting to_note that all these _changes

occurred with virtually. no net change in the

reported total number of women employed.

Among the very large CB Survey com-

panies the 1970.1975 gains for women in

durables manufacturing are even, more im

pressive, . but it must be remembered that

42
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these are probably atypical companies and

that these are still very masculine ocupa-

tional worlds. There is no occupational

category, in _which the _relative position of

women actually deteriorated,_and_tiereare

several:in which the change for women was

ht a positive direction at the Same time

employment in theicategory_ as a whole was

declining; Infect; the only category in which

the lumber of female works declined is the

clerical citigory- which experiencI art even the sales worker category, where the gains

t, ," .1 v.

sharper drop in total employment; Butonce

again; the various increases in female

employment were just about offset by this

one decrease, lo there wasonly slight growth

in totalferiale employment.

_Among major nondurable goods manu-

facturers i some of the 1970.1975 employ-

ment changes in favor of women were even

greater than they -were among major

durables companies. This is especially true in

)H , ", h
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ne. percent and 158 percent in the

end ibe very large companies respect

tivtlY, but the gain for _women among of

Niels and managers in CB Survey coin.

Is an eqiially imprissive 161 percent.

Nike other hand, c hiiià in, craft employ-

ment seeni to hive' yieldid a mined bai for

womenthey dearly seem to have lost

ground in companies with 50-1a0 or more

employees, but they, did not among our

special CB 'Survey group of nondurables

firms.

..

Something pedal has been happening for

women in major companies in both durables

and nondurables manufacturing. The total

amount of change achieved by 1975 was still

quite small, but the job opportunities being

provided to women were definitely improv-

ing; Although some cynics might say that all

these Major_manufactmers had really done

Oslo take ifew women out Of certain job

'categories and redistribute them _into those

categories showing gains for women; that ex!

planation is much too simplistic. It is indeed,

approximately the net result' of all the

Changes to datei but the actual change pro-

cesses themselves have almost certainly been

far more complex. They would necessarily

include both input and output staffing flows

for hundreds of specific jobs in hundreds of

companies at hundreds of locations over a

. full five-year perial.

Reverie Discrimination?

The mere fact that there- is a much

higher percentage change between

1970 and 1975 In thi employment of

women than. in the total employment

of in, occupational category does not

Mean that the major companies have

been practicing "reverse discriMina

tion." Many job openings 'that occur

are simply 'to replace persons who

have quit, retired, been promoted, et

cetera; and they do not yield any net

change, In total employment. Corn.

penis are required to provide women

with equal employment opportunity

for all such "replacement" job open.

ings, so the percentage Increase for

womenwho had previously been

denied access to these jobscan

easily be many times the per

centage Increase in total eniploy_l

ment without' necessarily indicatine.,

any unlawful discrimination, against

men.

t:novOdgeable observers do be.

Have that most of the improvements In

job opportunities for women probably,

occurred after the AT&T consent

decree was signed early In 1973. Thus,

assuming 'continued emphasis on

equal employment, opportunity, there

Is considerable likelihood that the

change processes which have begun

will accelerate considerably over the

next five years-.

Have many very WO companies

already, achieved nondiscriniination

for women in all of their employment

processes for all kinds oflobs and at

all organizational levels?: -MOst will

frankly admit that they still have not

but they usually hasten to add that

they are working very hard and in goad

faith toward just that goal. This charts

book does not deal with whether come

panlei complied with the federal none

discrimination laws and regulations. It

seeks Instead to establish how .much

Improvement actually occurred In the

job opportunities various kinds of

employers provide for women.
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IN 1970, according to the Census, there
were over 5 million people employed in
public utility in transportation,
communications, electric and gas utilities,
and sanitary services. They represented
about one out of every sixteen persons in the
U.S. work force. Of these, Well over half
worked for transportation companies; an-
other fifth were in various kinds of com-
munications organizations; the remainder
were employed by the electric and gas
utilities and sanitary services. Because of the
inclusion of government-owned utilities and
sanitary services in this Census industry
category, in 1970 about 14 percent of; the

the-work force in- the public utility in-
dustries consisted of gone ment employees.
Sometimes it is not pos ble to separate the
employment statistics f r private electric and
gas utility companie from those for the
government workers in utilities and sanitary
services. Whenever his happens it will be in-
dicated, but tests, f 1970 data suggest that
the percentage /figures relating to male-
female employment for the privately owned
companies alone would probably not be too
different.

Transportation in 1970

In 1970, over 2.8 million Americans
worked rni' organizations involved in the
movemen roods or people. The kinds of
transportan and related services provided
by these organizations include both local and
interurban taxi; bus and rail transit; trucking
and warehousing; transportation by air;
pipeline and water. Many of the companies
are relatively small; less than 60 percent of
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the industry's 1970 work force war :icyed

by thecompanies with 50-117X) Jr. more

employees that_reported _to the EEOC; The

very _large companies that provided the CB

Survey with employMent data had an

average of 19,111 employees in 1970; they

are; however; not typical of all very large

transportation companies.

Many equipment operatives are required

to_ provide most forms .of transrortation.

Some of the more sommonjobs of this kind

'areiruck driver; bus driver;.taxicab driver,

railroad switch nperator and brake operator

Loaomotive engineers; who are regarded, as

craft workers; railroad conductors; who are

classified as manages, and airplane pilots;

who are considered prokssional employees;

are also numerous._ In addition; there are

many mechanics and repairers who maintain

the transportation equipment and many

other employees who are directly involved in

handling or keeping track of the goods and

people being movalfreight and materials

handlers; delivery ad route workers,

longshore workers, vehicle dispatchers, ship-

ping and receiving clerks; flight attendants;

ticket agents; and so on. And;_ of course;

there the usual -array of managerial;

clerical an ler jobs common to most

businesses;

With the exception of a few highly

stereotyped female jobs; the transportation

industry has clearly been a man's occupa-

tional world, In 1970; women represented

only 14 percent of tthe industry's total work

force and only 12 percent of the work force

in the larger firms.

Fifty-six percent of the women employed

in the transportation industry in 1970 were
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clerical workers. Nineteen percent were

transport operatives, primarily. local, bus

drivers; and eleven percent were service

workers;_ primarily airline flight attendants;

The remaining 14 percent were scattered in

other occupations;

In the. Wei companies reporting to the

EEOC the .mi t of female occupations was

somewhat different; possibly because of dif-

ferences in job ciasSifications. There were

Val' fewer female operatives and many more

women sales workers._ (While counted as

clerical workers in the Census data; railroad

and bus line tit. ket agents, and airlines

counter personnel, may have been listed as

sales workers on some EEO-1 forms.) The

very large companies that provi4ed employ-

ment statistics in the CB Survey*ppen to

have a very large proportion of their female

employees engaged in .saes work; but this 15

probably. not tyi:ical of all very la-i.ge

transportation conpanies;

At first glance -the overall male-fmaic.

distributionby ocelpation in the trans

tion industry.might give the impressi,':,:

a considerable variety of opportunitio wer

being made available to the small female

work face, But knowing that this "variety."

actuey_ consists_ _of several_ highly ..stereo

typed female occupations counteracts :;tat

surface imprnion; The higher: status jobs

are still clearly to the Masculine domain, The

segregated employment patterns for women

are especially evident, in the 1970 employ-

ment histograms for the larger companies.

Communications in 1970

Nearly 1.1 million persons were employed

in the communications industry in 1970. The

vast majority_of these workers (82 percent)

were employed in those firms with more than

50-181:1 employees, that reported ,to the

HOC-. (Indeed; one company AT&T

has estimated it had _over 750,111 employees

in its operating companies in 1970;) In addi-

tion to telephone and telegraph companies;

some of which are quite large independents,

the other major employers in the com-

munications industry are associated with

radio and television:. both the lfroadcasting

Woman
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stations, many of which have very few

employees; and also the networks.

In contrast to other regulated public utility

industries, the communications industry's

work force is dominated by clerical workers,

the Census category that includes telephone

operators. There are also many craft

workers and professional and technical

employees employed to install; control and

maintain the various kinds tf so'.

equipment:But, by compa with other

industries; there ail! relatively few service

workers; labokpi operatives or sales

workers in this industry.

In view of the large numbers of -clerical

workers involved, it is not too suprising that

just about half of all the employees in the

communications industry in 1970 were

82

women; Indeed; in the larger companies

reporting In the EEOC, 52 percent of the

workers were female;

There has been severe, occupational

segregation of women in the- communica-

tions industry; In 1910; 88 percent of all the

women were clerical s!orkers, including

many who were telephone operators. And

yet; at the same time; there have also been

some unusual specific occupational patterns

' for women, For example, although only 5

percent of the women were employed as pro-

fessionals and technicians in 1970, they in-

cluded somewhat larger numbers oT female

draftersand female engineers compared with

the numbers found in other industries.

The histogram of the employmiiii' pat-

terns in the industry in 1970 clearly shows

the overwhelming dominance of women in

the clerical occupations over 90 percent);

their virtually total exclusion from the craft

jobs (only 4 percent representation); and

their moderate representation 15 to 17 per-

cent) in both the managerial and profes!

sional categories. The picture is similar in the

somewhat larier companies reporting to the

EE0C, altho4hprobably due to heavy

female representation among first-level

supervisors of other womenthe proportion

of woi, NI managers is considerably higher

(35 pet-cent).

Comparable data for very large com-

munications companies in 1970 are net

available from the CB Survey; they are,

course, .!ery likely to have been included

EEOC data. Some information with

respect to the representation of women in the

work force of AT&T's operating companies

at the end of i 9,72 is presented on page 52.
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Electric and Gas Utilities in 1970

In 1970,_ there were over 996;111 _persons

at work in organiiatiOns providing the

public with gas, electricity and sanitary ser-

vices. Of these, about 683,000 worked for

electric and gas utilities.

Being regulated monopolies operating

within limited geographical 'areas, most

utilities- hag considerably fewer employees

than the giant manufacturers do. In 1970,

only 56 percent of all the electric and

gas utility and sanitary service employees

worked for the Companies with 50-100 or

more employees that repor o he EEOC.!

For the very large electri and gas utilities in,

the CB Survey, the average number of

workers in 1970 was 4,700.

As might be expected, engineering,

technical and craft occupations account for

unusually large proportions of the employ-

ment in all the electric and gas utilities.

Clerical workers are another well-populated

category; in addition to the usual inside jobs

of secretary; typist; bookkeeper and office-

machine operator; there is the major outside

clerical job of meter reader. On the other

hand, there are very few sales workers, for

each utility is very likely to be the sole source

ofisupply of its particular torm(s) of energy

in its area.

Given the technical nature of the business,

it is not' too sti! prising to Fnd that electric

and gas corgi ilavt heavily male-

dominated work forces; In 1970; regardless

'The airk4te private companies providing

water supply and.:,a4aiu services; ail he arIikeI

to be censiderably smaller than the private ele.-,ric and

gA companies,

of company size, less than 15 percent of the

employees were female. But, more than that,

this is an industry in which 'even those few

women who have been employed have been

limited to highly stereotyped roles.

In 1970; over 80 percent of the women

employed by the utilities held clerical. posi-

tions; In both the somewhat larger and the

very large companies the concentration was

even more severethe figures are close to_90

percent. The few other female em yees

were likely to be either professional or ser-

vice workers; only small numbers weç scat-

tered in the other occupational categor s.

The almost total lack of representat n of

women outae the clerical category is vividly

illustrated by the 1970 histograms showing

the distribution of Male-female employment

by occupation. In ract, due to the fact that

0,4.4

over 97 percent of all meter readers were

male, the women did not even hold their

usual clearly dominant position in the

clerical category.

Subsequent Changes in Employment

Profiles

The best available statistics that show re,

cent changes in employment profiles by oc-

cupation and by sex for all the public utility

industries, only cdver the period' from 1972

(rather_ than 1970) to 1975._ Nonethelep,

because these figures do summarize what has

happened in all sizes of public utility cam-.

panics, even the very :small ones, they still

serve as good reference points to use when

examining the 1970-1975 changes in employ-

ment Profiles in the major companies.

4.1,,.
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Unlike the (led emplonient in

manufacturing, there was modest growth in

the work force in the public utility industries

between _1972 and 1975. Total employment

increased by about 3 percent, Both the

managerial and the service worker categories

showed increases in employment of more

than 10 percent during this three-year

period; but; as might be expected due .to the

combined effects of the energy crisis and the

1975 recession; _ there was a thop in the

already tiny number of saks waiters. All

other occupational categor;es experienced

only modest changes in total ernploymot..

As for the women in the public utility in

dustries, between 1972 and _1975 thiii total

employment increased by 9 percent, and,

unlike_ the men, they experienced at least

some increase in employment in every oc-

cupational category. Indeed, with the -excep-

tion of the clerical categorywhere the in

crease for women ( + 3 rcent)was

slightly less than the modest increase in total

clerical __employment (.+ percent), the

percentage gains for women were noticeably

greater than those in total employment in all

occupational .categories, . They ranged from

increases of about 18 percent in the number

of female professional and service workers

dirough increases of 30 to 40 percent for

wOmen in. the managerial; sales and opera-

tive categories. Even higher 197271975

percentage changes occurred in the laborer

and craft categories, but by 1975 the

representation of women in such jobs in the

public utility industries was still, less than 2

percent.

The !nog impressive change in the

representation of women nit: .3:red in 1970,
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1972, and 1975, appears to have occurred in

the sales category, but because sales occupa-

tions account for only about one percent of

the total employment in these industries, the

exact size of this gain is questionable, Less

spectacular, but perhaps more important, in-

creases of a percentage point or two were ap-

parently made in the proportion of women

in more populous occupationsin the

managerial inks, among operatives, and

among sem: workers. The women's share

Of Of technical and clerical jobs;

meanwne, fivid steady during .is period.

19101975 Cl'olf.,toa In

Major Compathl:,,!

Changes in Transportation. The com-

panies with 50-100 or more employees who

reported to the EEOC experienced a gain in

89



female employment of only 9 percent, while

their total employmeit declined Slightly. The

women more _thin held the share of the

declining employment in the clerical and ser-

vice occupations and they achieved slight

positive gains in representation In all the

other categories. Changing the occupational

mix apparently helped to redistribute the op-

portunities provided to women.

lathe very large transportation compznies

submitting matched 1970 and 1975 data in

the CB Survey the picture was even _more

gloomy,-.Both total-employment-and=female

employment_ dropped more than. 3. percent

between 1970 and 1975, end the outcome for

women by occupet Is also not very

favorable. The won n te ground com-

pared he rirt,..1 the following

categori icials and rouagers; sales

workers; workers; laborers; service

worker Incited, the only occupational

categories in which women improved both

their absolute _and relative 'number of jobs

were the professional and (just bare)y) the

operative categoties. They also held on to

more than their share of a declining number

of clerical jobs.

Thus, unlike most of the other industry

categories studied, between 1970 and 1975

these very large companies in the transporta-

tion industry were apparently relatively un-

successful . in . improving the job op-

portunities they prOvided to women. (This

does not; of course; necessarily mean that

these companies have not been responding

with appropriate affirmative action to the

various federal laws and regulations.

There are many valid reasons why, despite

90

good-faith- efforts, the results for women

mightbeso disappointing.)

The failure of women even to: niaintain

their share of the officials and managers and

craft jobs in these very large companies

seems especially serious foreach kits own

sphere these two categories epitomize the

etter paying; higher status; upscale jobs

which kw women had previously been

allowed to hold.

Changes in Communication Bowen

170 and 1975 there was an increase of 21

p'ercent in the size of the work force in the

:somewhat larger communications companies

resorting to the BEOC. Some of this may

hafe been due to an increase in the number

of companies reporting, but in any event the

increase in the female work force reported

for \the same time period was only 12 iltr-

cent; and the proportion of women within

the total work force covered dropped from

52 to'48 percent...,

M first glance there appears to be a

significant loss of female representation In

the 'officials and managers category in, these

somewhat larger commuications companies;

but it is offset by very strong gains in female

representation in the professional, technical

and sales categories. (Like the female of=

ficials and managers, many of these women

would be on the "exempt" salaried payroll,

so the figures may merely be reflecting ter-

minological distinctions rather than truly

meaningful differences)

On the otheihand; there has been a clear

increase in the representation of women_ in

the growing craft occupations and a decline

in their representation in the clerical occupa-

tions, which are themselves becoming

relatively less important within the total

employment picture:Thus, while the details

of the changes are not always totally clear,

the net effect does seem to have been an

overall reduction in the occupational
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Improving Job Opportunities for

W,omen at AT&T

In January of 1973, AT&T signed a

farreaching consent decree Oth the

Federal Government with respect to

providing equal employment oppor-

tunities to women and minorities in all

the Bell System operating companies.

The agreement included rigorous

goals and timetables for increasing

thp representation of women and

minorities in the higher levels of

management and in both inside and

outside skilled craft jobs. Goals and

timetables were also established for

bringing males into clerical jobs, The

agreement has been subject to con.

sten! monitoring by both AT&T -cot:

porate management and the govern

rent under court supervision. The

progress reported fbr women from :he

end of1972 to the end of 1975 is sum-

marized below:

, Representation of Women

Al&TJob

Copies*
End

19 72

End

19 75

1. Middle and upper

management 2:2% 4.5%

2Secondleyel

management 11,2 15:7

3+ 4Entry.leyel manage.

ment and ad.

min istrative 44.4 43.6

1.4All management 33,3 33.5

5Sales 26.5 37.1

6 + 9Outside crafts 02 15

7+10Inside crafts 6.0 12.8

11.r 13Cletital 96.0 90.8

14Operators 98.6

kV Categories Remained 52.53%

Total employment 793,000 782,000

'Job category 8 hd longer 'exists; 15, service

workers, is being limited.

Source: AT&T
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segregation of the women within the

somewhat larger companies in the com-

munications industry between 1970 and

1975.

Too Few communications companies pro-

vided The Conference Board with their

EEO-1 forms for both 1970 and 1975 to per-

mit an analysis of employment data from a

matched sample of very large companies. In-

formation is available with respect to

AT&T's progress under its historic 1973 con-

sent decree, but the data are not expressed in

terms of the EEO-1 job categories. (See the

box on this page.) _

Female Employees

Ferule Emolovet:



Changes in Electric and Gas Utilities; As

in most of. the industries studied; in the

larger electric and gas utility companies the

1975 picture was somewhat more favorable

to women than the one in 1970.1 Except in

the craft and operative jobs where numbers

are to small to assess with -confidence.; there

has been a slight increase in the proportional

representation Of women in all Of the oc

cupational categories since 1970. Some of

these changes do represent absolute gains ih

female employment; but others merely show

As mentioned earlier in the chapter, data for corn-,

patties reporting, to the EEOC include not only the elec-

tric and gas mill ies.ht primi sanitary services as well,

However, despite the lack of strict comparability with

the CB Survey statistics, a similar direction of employ-

ment change is reflected in both sets of figures.
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that women have maitnained a larger share

of the employment in a declining occupa-

tional category.

Sizable absolute and relative gains in the

employment of women occurred in the

following occupational, categories in both

the somewhat larger _and the very large

utilities: officials and managers, proles-

Sionals and technicians. Due to the very

small numbers of wonien so employedin

1970, there were also phenomenal_ percent-

age increases from 1970 to 1975 in the

employment of women as craft workers,

operatives and laborers in the very big com-

panies. Of course, the overall importance of

these huge percentage changes needs to be

downplayed because of the very limited

number of women actually involl ed; but the

changes may noneieless have real sig-

nificance as breakthroughs of some strong

psychological barriers against the employ-

ment of any women in suchWomen

also improved their relative

representation in sales work but,- probably

due to the .energy. crisis-, this has been .a

sharply declining occupational category in'

utility companies. A. decline also occurred in

the service worker category in the very large

compariies. Other job categories in which

overall employment either declined or

showed minimal growth between 1970 and

1975 were clerical Workers, operatives and

laborers, Any positive trends in the employ-

ment of women in the categories were;

therefore, achieved in spite of a rather

limited number of opportunities.

96-
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BOTH WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
'TRADE are included in the same broad in-
dustry category in the_Census. But retailing
is much the larger field in terms of employ-
ment; and its male-female patterns are quite
different from those in wholesaling. The ma-
jor part of this section deals with retailing. A
brief description of the more limited data
available about wholesaling appears at the
end.

Retail Trade in 1970

In 1970, a total of 12 million persons; or
one out of every six U.S. _workers; were
employed in retailing- operations: There are;
of course, many different kinds of retailing
businesseslarge department stores, mail
order firms; variety and discount chains,
home furnishings and appliance stores.
clothing and accessory stores, automotive
dealers; grocery stores, liquor stores,
gasoline service stations, restaurants, drug
stores, and m_anyothers.

Even to begin to list them is to be re-
minded that most retail operations are small,
independent businesseseach with a very
few employees. In fact, they are one of the
major kinds of business that make up what is
sometimes called the secondary labor
market the -small local firms that provide
many teenagers; minority group members,
women, older persons; or otherwise disad-
vantaged individuals with relatively un-
skilled, low-paying jobs that offer few fringe
benefits, little job stability, and virtually no
chance for advancement.

On the other hand, there were 3 million of
the 12 million retailing employees in 1970



who worked for companies with 100 or more

employees that reported to the EEOC.' LeSS

than ten very large retailing companies pro-

vided us with matched employment statistics

for 1970 and 1975,in the CB Survey, but they

averaged well over 60;000 employees each.

Needless to say, they should not be regarded

as typical of alleven all very large
retailirs.

With such a diversity of employers being

represented; it is not too surprising, that the

occupational patterns found in the three

groups of employers differ so markedly. In

the industry as a whole; the work force is

very diverse, with the largest numbers of

employees being, quite appropriatelY; in the

sales, service and clerical categories. In keep-

ing with the small size of most of the opera-

tions, there are large numbers of managers,

too; in fact, professional and technical

workers are the only group that seems

slighted. The work force in the companies

with_100 or more employees that _reported to

the EEOC in 1970 is more heavily sales

oriented; and in the CB_Survey companies

two categories of employeeSthe sales

workers and the office and clerical orkers

clearlfpredominate.

The whole industry is a female-intensive

one, with women making up 46 percent of

the 1970 employment, compared with the

average of 31 percent for the corporate

sector as a whble and 38% for the whole

economy. In both the larger and very large

'Relatively few retailers areffivernment contractors,

so most retailers reporting to the EEOC would have 100

or more employees.

companies represented; well over half the

work force is female.

Despite the _ heavy _ representation of

women in the work force; their 1970 occupa-

tional patterns were by no means as diverse

as those for male employees; Instead; all but

15 percent of them were in only three highiy

stereotyped roles: sales worker; clerical

worker; service worker. Furthermore;

although women made up 58 percent of the

entire sales worker category; they were rarely

found in the higher paying sales jobs for

example, selling automobiles; farm equip.

mem, furniture, carpeting,_ major at)!

pliances, or other "big ticket" items. Instead

they were primarily in the lower paying

jobssales clerks for many of the smaller,

less expensive items, The usual Office.clerical

jobs were abundant, and women did about

80 percent of them in 1970. As for the service

workers; eight out of every ten of the women

in this category were cooks; waiters or other

food-service personnel in the restaurant

business.

Almost exactly half of the women in the

larger companies reporting to the EEOC

were sales clerks, and there were corres-

pondingly fewer clerical and service workers

in that female labor force. In the very large

companies for whom we have data there

were many more clerical employees but

because they apparently had few restaurant

operations; even fewer service workers.

Even though the basic. employment pat.

tern fcir women in retailing .wasand still

isso heavily concentrated in those three

stereotyped occupational roles; it is impor-

tant to note that they also held a much larger

proportion of the managerial jobs than they

98
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companies represented, well over half the
work force is female-

Despite the heavy representation of
women in the work force, their_1970 occupa-
tional patterns were by no means as diverse
as those for male employee& Instead; all but
15 percent of them were in only three highly
stereotyped roles: sales worker; clerical
worker; service worker. Furthermore,
although women made up 58 percent of the
entire sales worker category, they were rarely
found in the higher paying sales jobs for
example, selling automobiles, farm equip-
ment, furniture, carpeting, major ap-
pliances, or 3ther "big ticket" items. Instead
they were primarily in the lower paying
jobssales clerks for many of the smaller,
less expensive items, The usual office-clerical
jobs were abundant, and women did about
80 percent_ of them in 1970. As for the service
workers, eight out of every ten of the women
in this category were cooks; waiters or other
food-service personnel in the restaurant
business.

Almost exactly half Of the women in the
larger companies reporting to the EEOC
were sales clerks, and there were corres-
pondingly fewer clerical and service workers
in that female labor force. In the very large
companies for whom we have data there
were many more clerical employees but
because they apparently had few restaurant
operations, even fewer service workers.

Even though the basic employment pat-
tern for women in retailing wasand still
isso heavily concentrated in those three
stereotyped occupational roles, it is impor
tant to note that t hey also held a much larger
proportion of the managerial jobs than they
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did in any other industry, In 1970, over 60

percent of all women in management posi

tions within the corporate sector worked in

'retail businesses; and 21 percent of all retail

managers were women, Those women were

most likely to be found as restaurant

managers, buyers and 'department heads, or

general managers in food, genera! merchan7

dise, or clothing stores. The proportion Of

women managers was just as high in the

larger and very large retailihg companies

represented; but they may not; of course;

have had that _representation in the highest

levels-of management

The smaller residual group of occupations

includes professionals and various blue-.col-

las jobs; Women were moderately well

represented in accounting and personnel

work and in miscellaneous artistic tasks

largely related to displays and advertising,

But; as craft Workers and operatives; women

were again segregatedprimarily being

dressmakers and Wrappers of food and other

gocids, While the men worked Primarily as

auto mechanics; liouseliOld appliance, radio

and TV repairers, \butchers, garage and gas

station workers,

Subsequent Chpnges in Retailing

Employment Profiles

Due primarily to the 1975 recession, the

overall growth in retailing employment

slowed to only a 5 percent increase between

1972 and 1975, the years which give the best

measure of recent changes in employment

patterns by both occupation and sex for the

entire industry: The greatest increase in

employment was in [h lowest paying job

1 0



categoriesamong service workers and un-

skilled laborers it ran 12 to- 15 percent

Smaller increases of 7 to 9 percent occurred

among clerical employees and_managers; the

relatively small craft worker gains of 4 per-

cent were offset by operative and sales

worker losses of 2 to 3 percent. There was

also a drop of 8 percent in the employment

of professionals and technicians.

Despite this spotty pattern in the

1972-1975 changes in total retailing employ-

ment, the employment of women increased

by 10 percent overall so that they became 48

percent of the work force; And their employ-

ment in every occupational category either

increased or at leastheld steady. Percentage

increases of about 38 percent occurred for

women in craft worker and laborer jobs, the

two categories in which they had the lowest

representation, but these increases translated

into only a 2 to 3 percent change in the pro-

portion of women holding such jobs.

Similarly; while the number of women in

retailing management increased by 15 per-

cent between 1972 and 1975, due to the

overall growth of the category their

representation increased by only one per-

centage point to 24 percent On the other

hand, because of the decline in total employ-

ment in the already small professional and

technical category at the same time the

employment of women was increasing, by

percent, women experienced a net gain of 5

percentage points, improving their represen-

tatibn to 33 percent in this category.

I'wo of the segregated job categories for

women in retailing became even more so

during the 1972-1975 period. In sales the

women's very modest 1 percent gain in

employment translated into a 2 percentage

point increase in representation, bringing

them up to 63 percent of all sales workers.

Among clerical employees, a 12 percent gain

in female employment yielded a three-point

increase in female representation, bringing

the figure to 86 percent Only in the service

worker category was the increase in male

employment sufficient to balance the in-

crease of 14 percent in female employment,

leaving the proportion of women employed

in this category unchanged at 64 percent.

19704975 Employment Changes in

Major Retailing Companies

In the companies with over 100

employees, who _reported to the EEOC, it

should be possible to look further back and

to consider 1970 to 1975 changes in employ-

ment patterns. But because retailing

organizations tend to be smaller, local

operations with less corporate staff, it is

possible that some of the companies that

should have been reporting to the EEOC in

1970 still did not realize they_ should do so;

accordingly, a little extra caution is war-

ranted in evaluating the apparent 1970-1975

changes in employment;

Consistent with the pattern for the in-

dustry as a Whole; the somewhat larger

retailing companies show an increase in the

overall representation of women in1 the work

forcefrom 54 percent in 1970 to 56 percent

of a considerably larger total work force in

1975.

All three of the stereotyped occupational

categories for women became even more

femaleby 1975, 65 percent of all sales

workers, 88 percent of all clerical workers,

and 57 percent of all service workers were

women.
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But the unusually strong increases in

female employment were not limited to those

three-categories. In particular, there was .a

substantial increase in the number of female

managers and administrators. That, whole

occupational category grew somewhat in

size--from 11 percent of the 1970 work force

to 12 percent of the much larger (429 per-

cent) work force reported in 1975:On top of

that, the representation of women went from

24 percei of the managerial category in

1970 to 28 percent of the noticeably larger

managerial category in 1975.

, Just as in the industry_as_a whole, these

s somewhat larger companies_ consistently

show larger increases in female employment

than in total employment in each of the oc-

Cupationaltategories. But now there is a new

twist to this story. In 1970; compared with

the all-industry figures, the companies

reporting to the EEOC were already report-

ing a larger proportion of women in every

occupational category except service

workers. In 1975, the same thing was true

the larger companies were still more heavily

female and the gains they had made In

fepare employment were often more than

proportional to the industrywide gains.

Unlike the larger companies in, say,

manufacturing that were playing "catch-up

ball," in 1970 the larger retailing companies

were already_ leading the industry in female

employment in all categories but one, and by

1975 they had built further upon that very

strong base.

Less than ten very large. retailing com-

panies provided The Conference Board with

matched 1970 and. 1975_ employment_ data;

but these organizations account for over half

a_ million workers; so even--though the data

are not likely to be typical of all large retail-

ing organizations; the figures are important

in their own right.

Between 1970 and 1975; the representation

of women in these companies increased from

57 percent of the work force to 59 percent of

a-workforce that was itself 17 percent larger.

Note that, unlike the situation reported in

many other industries, the proportions of

women reported by these particular very

large retailing companies are higher than

those in the companies. reporting to the

EEOC and, of course, still higher than the

all-industry figures. (This could, however;

simply be a matter of happenstance.) Consis-

tent with the dataregarding these other sizes

of __retailing companies; the CB Survey

retailers increased the.- representation of

women in all meeupational categories; this

time even inclirding the service workers.

For two of the three stereotyped occupa-

tions for women in retailing, these very large

companies continue to have a higher prop

tion of women than the other retailers; By

1975; 68 percent of their sales workers and



89 percent -of their many clerical employees

were women, However, only 42 percent of

their service workers are female; a. substan-

tidy lower figure than ftir all companies

reporting to the EE0C-, quite probably due

to much smaller numbers of food-service

personnel.

But perhaps even more interesting are the

changes they have wrought in other occupa-

tional categories. During a time when their

total employment in the officials and

managers category increased by 38 percent,

these very large retailers increased their

employment of female managers by 116 per-

cent. And this meant the proportion of

female managers increased from 22 percent

in 1970 to 34 percent in 1975.. Similar

substantial increases occurred in some of the

less well populated occupations an increase

of 166 percent in thr number of female craft

workers swelled their proportion of craft

employment from 1 percent in 1970 to 8 per-

cent in 1975; an increase of 72 percent in the

number of female professionals and techni-

cians brought them much closer to labor

force parity of the work force in these jobs

by 1075; and an increase of 141 percent in

female laborers improved their representa-

tion to 34 percent in 1975. Something special

has ;clearly been happening to women in

these large retailing organizations. The comb

panics certainly were not "coming from

behind" in terms of their employment_ of

women in"1970, yet by 1975 they. had made

significant progress,-seemingly more than

othersin improving both the diversity and

the, quality of job opportunities they pro-

vided to women.

Wholesale Trade, 1970 to 1975

In :omparison to retailing, wholesale

trade is a much smaller industry.

Nonetheless, it employs over 3 million per-

sons. It has clearly been predominantly a

man's world. In 1970, only 23 percent of the

wholesaling work force was female, and 67

percent of these women held clerical jobs.

The others worked primarily as semiskilled

operatives (13 percent) or as sales workers (6

percent), The remaining few were sprinkled

across all the other occupational categories.

Only about one-third of all wholesaling

employees., worked for companies that

reported to the EEOC: Their 1970 employ,

ment patterns for women were quite similar

to those cited above; but they had even fewer

women working as officials and managers;

professionals and technicians, and many

more working as aborers.

Between 1972 and 1'975 total employment

in the wholesalint industry increased by 9

P while the i mployment of women in-

-creased by 14 percent, Although the

numbers involved are small, there was a 49

percent increase. in the number of female

managers bringing their 1975 share of these

jobs up to 9 percent: And there was a 39'per-

cent increase in the number of women in

sales; so by 1975 the women held 6 percent

of these jobs, But, due to a 'decline in the

number of male clerical workers while the

number of females increased slightly, the

proportion of women in the clerical category

also rose to 75 percent. FOr similar reasons

the proportion of female operatives in-

creased to 36 percent.

In wholesaling conipanies reporting to the

EEOC, by 1975 the number of women in

sales had increased by 85 percent so the

women's share of the sales jobs went .up to

10 percent. Despite a 68 percent increase in

the number of women; only 6 percent of the

officials and managers were females: Be-

tween 1970 and. 1975 there was also .a

noticeable decline. in the total number of

blue-collar and service employees working

for these larger wholesalers; and there was

an even larger decline in the number of

women in these categories. ---

Too few very large wholesaling-dipanies

submitted employment ilita in the CB

Survey to -pertit any separate analysis for

such firms.
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THIS BROAD CENSUS CATEGORY in:
eludes the banking and insurance industries,
which are regarded as being in the corporate
sector, but it also includes other kinds of
financial enterprises and real estate, which
are excluded because most of the firms have
very few employees. To the extent possible;
the following discussion is limited to the
employment patterns found in banking and
insurance. Whenever employment data for
the remainder of the Census category cannot
appropriately be excluded that fact is noted.

Banking in 1970

In 1970, the banking industry erni.loyed
just over one million workers; and these
represented only slightly more than one per-
cent of the U.S. work force. In terms of the
numbers of employees, most individual
banks are relatively small, localor at most
regionaloperations. In 1970, only 62 per-
cent of the industry's' work force was
employed in the banks with 50-100 or more
employees that reported to the EEOC. Even
the ten very large banking firms that submit-
ted both 1970 and 1975 employment data for
the CB Survey did not employ huge numbers
of people. Their average employment in
1970 was only about 10,000; by 1975, this
number had increased to about 12,000.

Banks are essentially providers of white-
collar office- employment. They have vast
numbers of clerical workers-67 percent of
their total work force in 1970. They also
have a goodly representation of managers
and administrators (21 percent of all their
employees in 1970) and quite a few profes-
sional and technical workers (6 percent of





the 1970 work force). Service occupations

primarily guards and maintenance

workersare also relatively important (4

percent of the 1970 workfforce), but there

are very few &Kollar workers or sales

workers in the banking industry: In 1970;

this distribution of occupations did not seem

to vary much based on organization size.

After apparel manufacturing, banking

ranks at the very top of the list of female- in-

tensive industries. In 1970, 63 percent of all

bank employees were women, a figure that

apparently varied only a percentage pint or

two in relation to company size. By 1975,

with 67 percent of the employees female; the

banking industry had become even more

female intensive,

_ As might be expected; regardless of

organization size; women have a virtual

monopoly on employment in all the clerical

occupations in banking, whether these be in

secretarial; bookkeeping or bank teller jobs.

Accordingly; in 1970; 88 to 90 percent of all

the women in banking were clerical workers.

The remaining 10 to 12 percent of the

women were scattered among the other .oc-

cupations.

The histograms showing the male-female

employment mix by occupation in banking

in 1970 graphically summarize the EEO

dilemma this industry has faced. Women

clearly predominated ht the total employ,

ment mix; but they certainly were not

"dominant" in the industry, for they held a

comparatively small sitare of both the

managerial apd professional roles. Essen-

tially the same story held true regardless of

organization size, although the available

data suggest that in 1970 women may have
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held an even_smaller share of the managerial

and the professional jobs in medium-sized

banks than they did in either the small or the

very large banks.

Nonetheless; the representation of women

at the higher organization levels throughout

the banking industry in 1970 was certainly

mach greater than it was; say; in most

manufacturing industries. (see pages 36-40).

It was more like the representation found in

some of the other female-intensive, service-

providing industries like retail trade (see

pages 54-56), communications (see pages

46-47) and insurance (see pages below). (See

pages 70-74 for a further discussion of this

point.)

Insurancein1970

In 1970, 1.3 million persons, or about 2

percent of the working population, were

employed by insurance companies of various

kinds, Many of those employed in this in.

dustry apparently work for relatively small,

local insurance agencies. In 1970, only 59

percent of the industry's total work force

was employed in the larger agencies and the

insurance underwriting companies with

50100 or more employees that reported to

the EEOC. The 16 very large insurance com-

panies that provided us with matched 1970

and 1975 employment data averaged about

8;900 employees in 1970. By 1975; their

average employment had increased to about

9,700.

Like banking, insurance is almost entirely

a white-collar employment field. In 1970,

clerical eniployees made up just under half

of the total work force and sales workers ac-



counted for another one-third. The re-

mainder of the employees were almost allin

the managerial (9 percent) and professional,

technical (6 percent) ategories, There were

virtually no blue-collar or service workers (2

percent in combined total). In the larger

companies, there were _more professional

and technical workers (18 percent combined)

and fewer sales workers (only 14 percent as

against the 33 percent for the whole in-

dustry), There were also 18 percent profes-

sional and technical workers in the very large

companies; but there- were more sales

workers (21_ percent); perhaps reflecting the

fact that some of the very large companies

employ their own sales representatives while

others sell through independent agents. The

very large companies also had a somewhat

lower proportion of clerical workers (46 per-

cent).

Given the large number of clerical

employees in the insurance industry, it is not

surprising to find that in 1970 just about half

of all the employees were women. The pro-

portion varied between 48 percent in the in-

dustry as a whole and 55 percent in the larger

companies reporting to the EEOC., the very

large CB Survey companies were in the mid-

dle of the range (50 percent).

_Regardless of company size, in 1970 the

vast majority (83 to 86 percent) of all female

employees in insurance were clerical

workers. In the industry as a whole & percent

of the women were also in sales, but in the

somewhat larger and the very large com-

panies women sales workers were virtually

nonexistent (1_ percent or less of the female

work force). There the women were much

more likely to be found in either professional
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or technical roles (making up 8 to 11 percent

of all female employees). But very few

women worked in that other important

white-collar category, officials and

managers (2 to 3. percent). And; of course;

there were almost no jobs for either women

or men outside the white-collar categories.

The occupational segregation of the

women in the clerical job category is vividly

shown in all three of the 1970 histograms

showing the male-female mix. Women ac-

counted for from 81 percent to 92 percent of

the huge numbers of clerical workers. They

were also conspicuous by their absence,

iespecially in the very large companies, in

both the managerial and the sales categories.

Even in the professional and technical

categories they apparently are better

represented in the lower levelthe technical

jobs.

Subsequent Changes in Employment

Profiles

Because the total numbers involved are

comparatively small, the 1972 and 1975 Cur-

rent Population Survey data for the entire

Census category are the best available

figures to show the industrywide changes in

male-female employment patterns.' They in-

dicate an overall increase of 8 percent in

employment dung these three years, com-

prised of increases of about 15 percent in the

numbers of professional-technical and sales

workers, of about 99 percent in the number

Of managers, of about 5'percent in clerical

employees, and of about 3' percent in all

other categories.

'These figures also include real estate employment.
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The percentage changes In the employ-

ment of women from 1972 to 1975. are

sgnificantly larger than those in total

employment in all the major employment

categories, Increases of 48 percent in the

number of female professional-technical

employees, of 30 to 33 percentin the women

in the managerial and sales categories, and

of 6 percent in the women clerical workers

combined to yield an overall increase of 11

percent in female employmentdespite a

1975.2 And the representation of women

among professional-technical workers in-

creased from 24 percent in 1972 to 31 percent

in 1975. On the other hand, the proportion

of women clerical workers increased by only

one percentage point to 84 percent; And_ in

the other; much less well, populated; occupa-

tional categories the women seem to have

lost some ground, dropping about one per-

centage point in their representation to 18

percent.

slight drop in 'the number of women in the

other; much less important; occupational

categories.

As a result of these changes, the propor-

tion of women employed in the industry in-

creased by only one percentage point from

1972 to 1975, but their representation in cer-

tain occupational categories increased con-

siderably More. The proportion of managers

who were women went from 23 percent in

1972 to 27 percent in 1975, Female sales

workers had been only 21 percent of the total

in 1972; they accounted for 25 percent by

19104 975 Employment Changes In

Major Companies

Changes in Banking. The 1970 to. 1975

changes in the employment mix in banks

reporting to the EEOC and in those submit-

ting .matched data in the CB Survey are

much more dramatic. These banks have ex-

'It is likely that some of the increased female

representation among managers and sales' workers oc-

curred in the real estate industry where; in 1970, women

were already substantially better represented. in, these ,

jobs than in banking and insurance,
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perienced rapid rowth in the number of of-

ficials and managers and also of

_professonak hnical employees; further-

more, w m have achieved striking im-

provement in their representation in these

much-enlarged occupational.eategories,

In the banks reporting to the EEOC, the

o rall :growth in employment in the

managerialcategory was 81 percent, with

women experiencing a 242 percent increase;

As 1 result, female representation in the

mana_gerial category soared from.13 percent

in 1970 to 25 percent in 1975. Similarly, the

overall growth in professional-technical

employment in these banks during this five.

year period was 105 percent but the number

of women increased by 171 percent, so their.

representation among professional-technical

employees moved up from 23 percent in 1970

to 31 percentin 1975,

There were_parallel; but slightly less

dramatic, changes among the CB Survey

banks. Total employment in the managerial

category increased by 47 percet!1 from 1970

to 1975; but the number of wamen in this

category increased by 150 percent. Ac-

41. V.,,M11
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cordingly, their representation in the

managerial ranks rose from 17 percent IP

1970 to 30 percent in 1975. And among pr

fissio4als and technicians; the overall

1970-1975 growth in employment was just

over 85 percent; buT the number of women

professionals grew by 149 percent. The

female representation in this category went

from 24 percent in 1970 to 32, percent in

1975,

Those who are knowledgeable about

developments in the banking industry relate

both the sharp increase in the total number

Of managerial and professional employees

and the even sharper increase in the number

of women employed in these categories to

the very rapid expansion of "personal

bankine,providing banking services to in-

dividuals as distinct from businesses or other

kinds of organizations; They point out that

in states like New York and California that

permit branch banking; the growth of per-

sonal banking has been accompanied by a

'proliferation: of small brandies: Thus; while

they agree that women have been making

real progress in improving their organiza-

tional status in banking, they believe it istiIl

safe to say that the women are nouAt to
assume control of this female-intensive in-

dustry.

The other observable change in the

employment mix of banks reporting to the

EEOC and also of those participatin g in the

CB Survey is probably more apparent than

real. It seems possible that some of the banks

may have been classifying some ()priors of

certain kinds of office machines, for exam-

ple; key punch operators, or those photo-

copying documents, as semiskilled opera-
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tives rather than as clerical workers. The

EEOC's category definitions indicate that

"operative" is really a blue-collar, factory

worker category so one would expect there

would be virtually none employed in banks.

Changes in Insurance. Although

somewhat less dramatic than those in bank-

ing, the 1970-1975 changes in employment in

major insurance companies were sizable and

clearly benefited women. In the insurance

companies reporting to the EEOC, total

employment increased by 14 percent, while

female employment increased by 20 percent.

In both cases, the percentage increases were

largest in the technical, professional and

managerial categories, but those for women

ranged from 110 to 116 percent; while their',

creases in total employment only ranged

from 31 to 57 percent; The net result was

that-the representation of women in these

categories increased substantially. The pro-

portion of women among managers in-

creased from 11 percent in 1970 to 17 percent

in 1975. Among professionals, the increase

was from 17 percent female in 1970 to 27

percent female in 1975. And among techni-

cians it was from 38 percent in 1970 and 53

percent in 1975.

Even in the major occupational categories

that were not growing so rapidly, the women

did relatively well. The sales category, for

example, had no overall growth, but there

was a 52 percent increase in the number of

women, so by 1975 they accounted for7 per-

cent of all insurance sales workers; up from

5 percent. At the other end of the spectrum,

their 'representation in clerical jobs, went

from 90 percent in 1970 to 92 percent in

1975:
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The matched 1970 and 1975 employment

data submitted by very large insurance com-

panies in the CB Survey also show many

changes that are favorable to women.

Overall employment increased by only 9 per- .

cent but female employment increased by 15,

percent. Again, most of the largest increases

were in the technical, managerial and profes-

sional categories, and the increase in women

employees was anywhere from two to five

times as large as the increase in total

employees. As a result, the proportion of

female technicians rose from 39 percent in

1970w 59 percent in 1975; the proportion of

female professionals increased from 23 per-

cent to 29 percent; and the proportion of

female managers went from 6 percent to 10

percent by 1975these _last figures being

noticeably lower than those for all the com-

panies reporting to the EEOC.
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A striking change occurred in the sales

worker category. Even though there was

only a 4 percent increase in total sales

employment; the -number of women in-

creased by 310 percent! This probably

represented a real psychological break-

through, for in 1970 women had bean only 1

percent of the sales workers in these big com-

panies; by 1975 the women had enlarged

their beachhead in this ;predominantly male

occupational territory to 4 percent of the

sales force.

At the same time, the clerical jobs had

become even more of a female ghetto. By

1975; 93 percent of all the clerical workers

were female: Moreover, unless a significant

proportion of the female technical workers

are able to move up to professional;

managerial or sales jobs, a newly "femi-

nized" techician category is almost certainly

deVeloping.
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THE EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS in the

two remaining industry categories in the Or:

notate sector dry rif. 'nen*. The

mining and construction induSitieS en

played about 7_percent Of the Mal U.S.

work Ike in 1970, but most of this employ.

Willi relatively small, local -cont.

panics, Except for the overall perspective

provided by Census and CPS data; there is

very little lable information available

about the rnale.fetnale employment patterns

in these two industries.

Mining: In 1970; only. 8 percent of all the

employees in this industry were women; and

almost threquarters of these were clerical

employees: (Yet only 61 percent of all le

clerical workers in mining were The

only other occupational categoi) i hich

women held more than 10percent of the jobS

was as service workers; where thi Aare WaS

about 11 percent,

CPS data indicate that between 1972 and

197$ there was a 23 percent.increase in total

employment in tinitl. The intense Ut

female employment was 71 percent; bringing

their share of total employment up to 10 per.

Cent, Limited progress was made in impron.

ing the representation of women in maina .

gerial and professional categories, but there

was such an increase in theinter of female

clerical workers that their share of this

category shot up from 62 percent in 1972 to

76 percent in 1975; And 81 percent of all the

women were now clerical employees.
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Construction; This was the most male,

dominated of all industries in 1970; only 6

percent of the total work force was female.

Here, too; the vast majority. (70 percent) of

the women worked as clerical employees and

the only other occupational category in

which they held more than 10 percent of the

jobs was as service workers.

According ib CPS data, there was a drop

of about 4 percent in total construction

employment between 1912 and 1975; but the

employment of women increased by about 1

percent, Olt th e- very severe recession in

the conStruction industry; n is especially sur

prising that the WORF1 apparently were able

16 ittove their status in the managerial

ranks; they seem to have moved up slightly

to 3 percemf the jobs. (In sales, the relative

growthippeared to be even greater, but the

very small numbers involved east doubt on

their reliability.) WHIM did, liOwever,

noticeably lose ground in technical and pro.

fessional roles; they had been 6 percent of

this work force in 1972, but they were only 4

percent of the much smaller 1975 work

force. Various "hometown plans"_ have

been eitabliihed lb increase Ibt representa .

lion of minorities in theconstruction trades,

but by 1975 none of these plans included

goals and timetables for Women, The

number of woman employed in these skilled

crafts continues to be so small that n is not

possible to be certain how it is changing.

EnVoymet,PArns in Maleiln161110

Orsus Feroale.Into-sive IndOtti08
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AS PRECEDING SECTIONS HAVE IN-

DICATED, some industries have very few

women among their employees; while in

others the women make up the majority of

the workforce. Thus, although the overall

representation of women in the corporate

sector was 31 percent in 1970 (compared

with 38 percent in the total U.S. work _force),

women made up only 6 percent of all those

employed in the construction industry and,

at the other extreme, they constituted 78 per-

cent of the work force in the apparel and

fabricated textile industry.

The accompanying table shows the pro-

portion of women in the work force in

various specific industries within the cop,

porate sector in 1970; The shading divides

these industries into, two categories: (1)

"male-intensive industries"those in which

70 percent or more of the employees were

men; and (2) "female-intensive indus-

tries" those in which 31 percent or more

of the employees were women. Generally

speaking; the mining; construction and

durable go manufacturing indUstries tend

to be m irate sive while nondurable goods

mantifac urin and the service industries

tend to male intensive, but there are

some signi cant exceptions. For example,

even though the electrical machinery and

equipment industry and the professional and

photo equipment industry, do make durable

goods; they are female intensive. By the

same token; the male-intensive industry list

does include the following nondurable goods

and _service industries: food products;

chemicals, paper products, petroleum and

coal products; wholesale trade, transporta-
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THE PROPORTION OF WOMEN BY INDUSTRY

WITHIN THE CORPORATE SECTOR, 1970

Ranked by degree of concentration

---Industry Group

Total, All Industries

Total; Corporate Sector

Construction

Mining

Primary Metals

Lumber & Wood, exc. Furnitine

Electric and Gas Utilities & Sanitary Services

Transportation Equipment

Transportation

Petroleum & Coal Products

Machinery, ex, Electrical

Fabricated Metals

Stone, Clay, Glass Products

Paper & Allied Products

Chemicals & Allied Products

Wholesale Trade

Furniture & Fixtures

Food6 Kindred Products

OrtInance, otheit Du rables,Mi§c.Mfg.

Ni2tieriplg Percent

Women

37.8%

30.9

Women Yen

28;930 47;624

15,060 33,627

267 4,305

50 580

111 1,101

56 497

129 867

285 1,854

405 2,424

30 181

330 1,661

221 962

'112 476

144 506

222 766

736 2;397

110 115

362 1;028

405 988

/62_ A6t

5:8

8.0

9:1

10.1

13:0

13.3

14.3

14.3

16.6

18.7

19.0

22:1

22.5

23:5

25.9

26,0

29,5

Male.Intensive

Industries

Average for

orporate Sector

Female.Intensive

Industries

Source: 1970 Censusof Population
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THIS BROAD CENSUS CATEGORY in:
eludes the banking and insurance industries,
which are regarded as being in the corporate
sector, but it also includes other kinds of
financial enterprises and real estate, which
are excluded because most of the firms have
very few employees. To the extent possible;
the following discussion is limited to the
employment patterns found in banking and
insurance. Whenever employment data for
the remainder of the Census category cannot
appropriately be excluded that fact is noted.

Banking in 1970

In 1970, the banking industry employed
just over one million workers; and these
represented only slightly more than one per-
cent of the U.S. work force. In terms of the
numbers of employees, most individual
banks are relatively small, localor at most
regionaloperations. In 1970, only 62 per-
cent of the industry's' work force was
employed in the banks with 50-100 or more
employees that reported to the EEOC. Even
the ten very large banking firms that submit-
ted both 1970 and 1975 employment data for
the CB Survey did not employ huge numbers
of people. Their average employment in
1970 was only about 10,000; by 1975, this
number had increased to about 12,000.

Banks are essentially providers of white-
collar office employment; They have vast
numbers of clerical workers-67 percent of
their total work force in 1970. They also
have a goodly representation of managers
and administrators (21 percent of all their
employees in 1970) and quite a few profes-
sional and technical workers (6 percent of
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employed in the female-intensive industries

(80 percent) than in the male-intensive in-

dustsies (59 percent); Virtually all of the

employment data we have gatheredregard-

less of company size and regardless of

whether the data are for 1970 or for 1975

show this same pattern. There is always a,

larger proportion of women in each broad

occupational category in the female-in-

tensive industries than there is in the com-

parable catego7 in the male-intensive in-

dustries,

Also, consistent with finding discussed

earlier (see pages 3667), in both the male-

intensive and the female-intensive industries

the histograms suggest that in 1970 the

smallertompanies must have had larger pro-

portions of women in most upscale occupa

tional categories; especially those that in-

cluded the managers; the professional-

technical employees, and the craft workers;

For example, in 1970 in the male-intensive

industries the proportion of women in

management was 5 percent for organizations

of ill izes, but the figure apparently was

only aliout 2 percent in the companies with

511:03 or more employees and also in those

very large companies that particated in the

CB Survey. Similarly, in the femile-infensive

industries, the 1970 data covering coiipanies

of all sizes show that 19 percent of the

managers were female, but in both sets of

data for larger organizations the figure ap-

pears to be about 16 to 17 percent.

Subsequent Changes in Employment

Profiles

&cause the data are not well matched, it

is not possible to measure the numerical
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changes in occupational employment be-

tween 1970 and 1975 for the male-intensive

and female-intensive industries using- the

Census-CPS statistics. However; some com-

parisons of the representation of women in

these occupations and inclustries can be

made between the two years. These figures

generally confirm the findings described

more fully below, when the situation in the

larger companies is examined,

In both the male-intensive and the female-

intensive industries the overall story is that

women improved their relative strength most

significantly in the white-collar occupations.

But this change is apparently not as great for

women in the male-intensive industries.

There their gains were smaller in the

managerial and professional-technical cate-

gories and their position actually deteri-

orated in sales jobs. On the other hand,

while women seem toltave done less well on

the whole in blue-collar and service occupa-

tions, in these-categories they generally did

better lathe male-intensive industries.

In Mate-Intensive Among the

companies with 50-100 or more employees

who reported to the EEOC, there was no

change in total employment in 1975 com-

pared with 1970, and there was an increase

of only 4 percent in the number of women

employed. Siniilarly, in the 73 very large

companies from male-intensive industries

that_proVikd_data for the CB Survey, total

employment decreased by 4 percent and the

number of women employed increased by 6

percent. Nonetheless, many improvements

in job opportunities for women occurred. In

the officials and managers category, the

numbers of women employed had increased

by 110 to 111 percent by 1975; but the



numbers of women who had been employed ,

as managers in 1970, wer e so small that these

increases only changed the women's share of

such jobs by a percentage point or two (there

was also a slightly larger total managerial

work force). Among professional employ-

eeS, the EEOC data show a gain 01 61 per-

cent in the number of womenincreasing

their share of these jobs from 5 to 8 percent.

A 75 percent increase in professional women

in the CB Survey companies enabled them to

catch up to this 8 percent figure in 1975. In,

the technician category, increases of 27 to 31

percent in the number of women resulted in

their holding abont 10 percent ethese jobs

in 1975. Among sales workers the patterns

were more disparate: In the companies with

50-100 or more employees, a 48 percent in

crease in the number of women increased

their share of the sales jobs from 11 to 16
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percent; but, probably because the specific

industry mix in. the .CB Survey companies

was different, these companies showed only

a 5 percent increase in the number of women

in sales coupled _with a 9 percent decreasein

the total number of sales workers, bringing

the proportion of women in selling up from

25 percent to 29 percent. In the other upscale

job category, the craft workers, increases of

27 to 49 percent in the number of women

were posted, but that still left the women's

share of These jobs at only 1 to 2 percent.

What about the other, less attractive job

categories? They all experienced declines in

total employment of 4 to 17 percentbut in

every case except one the change in female

employment was either an increase or a

smaller decrease, so the net effect on

women's employment was favorable. In the

clerical category, for example-, female

employment held steady in the companies

with 50-100 or more employees and actually

dropped 5 percent in the very large CB

Survey companies, but in both situations

them was a considerable drop in the total

number of clerical jobs, so tht_proportion of

women in this category moved upfrom 62

percent to 68 percent in the EEOC data and

from 52 percent to 58 percent in the CB

Survey data. Similar kinds of complex

changes led to the following shifts in the pro-

portions of women in these job categories:

CB Survey

Data

1970 1973

9% 10%

11 17

14 18

EEOC

Data

1970 1975

Operatives 14% 14%

Laborers 21 23

Service workers 24 22

13,5

75



Thus, the onlycategory in the male-intensive

industries in which women seem to have suf.

feted even a 'slight loss of representation

from 1970 to 1975 was among service

workers in companies with 50-100 or more

employees.

Once again, some cynics may say that the

various changes that appear to have oc-

curred in these male-intensive companies

could have resulted primarily from reshuf-

fling jobs among the EE0-1 form's occupa-

tional categories; this seems much too

simplistic an analysis of whatappears to be a

very complex change process; Of course;

even assuming that all the reported changes

have been real, it still must be noted that the

change process had not continued, long

enough by 1975 to produce any startling

alterations in the overall configuration of

fimale employment in these companies.

Even in 1975, the only occupational category

in which the representation of vomen was at

or above parity with _their labor force

representation (about 40 percent) was the

officklerical category and the only other

occupations in which they were even at

about half of that representation were as

laborers or service workers and, in the CB

Survey companies,as salt workers.

In Fennik-Intensivt Industries. In con-

trast to the overall employment picture in the

male-intensive industries, between 1970 and

1975 _there was an increase of 12 to 14 per-

cent in total employment in the major com-

panies in the female-intensive industries.

Because they were not so hard hit by the

recession, these companies probably had

many more job openings between 1970 and

1975 for which they could consider women
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(see page 17). Over the five-year period the

total number of women in their work forces

increased by 17 to 20 percent; bringing the

overall proportion of women up to 52 per-

cent in the companies reporting to the EEOC

and 56 percent in the CB Survey companies

in 1975.

Generally speaking, there were very

substantial changes in the employment of

women in upscale occupations. In the of-

ficials and managers category; the com-

panies with 50-100 or more employees in-

creased the number of women they

employed by 78 percent by 1975, but,

; 11.11. 1, ,it!t



because the was also 36 percent increase

m the total number of managers they

employed; this only increased the women's

share of the managerial jobs from 16 percent

is 1970 to 21= percent in 1975. The 38 very

large companies in the CB Survey that are

fiom female-intensive industries posted a

122 percent increase in the -number of

women managers and; because they; 'too,

had a 35 percent increase in thatotal number

of managerial jobs, this increased the pro-

portion of women in management from 17

percent to 28 percent. In the professional

category; gains of 84 percent and 56 percent

in f-emale employment brought the represen-

tation of women up from 13 percent to 20

percent in the EEOC companies and from 22

percent to 30 percent in the Survey com-

panies.

Even larger changes occu ed during this

five-year period in the technician category,

where increases of about 100 percent in the

number of women led to improving women's

share of thesejobs from 17 percent to 29 per-

Cent in the companies with _50-100 or more

employees and from 28 percent to 47 percent

in the CB Survey companies: But for craft

workers, the results were mixed; In com-

panies: reporting to the EEOC the women

lost a little ground; dropping back from a 19

percent to an 18 Percent share of these jobs.

Yet in the very large,_and probably atypical;

companies in the CB Survey a 125 percent in-

crease in the number of female craft workers

raised their share of these jobs from 3 per-

cent to 7 percent,

In all other occupational categories the

women either increased their representation ,

or held their own. The office-clerical

category became even more segregated;

despite a modest growth in its total employ-

ment; relativelyismall percentage increases (6

to 13 percent) in the number of women in

this vast category served to increase the pro-

portion of women to 888 percent of all

clerical workers. Siniilarly; the proportion of

women in sales jobs increased to 58-60 per-

cent of the total. Despite declining employ-

ment, the women's share of the semiskilled

operatives jobs moved up slightly (from 56

percent to. 58 percent) in the companies

reporting to the EEOC and substantially

(from 29 percent to 38 percent) in the ,CB

Survey companies; The share of laborers

jobs held by women remained at about 45

percent in the companies with 50-100 or

more employees; but increased somewhat to

33 percent in the very large companies;

Female service workers increased in both

sizes of companies; in 1975 they held 52 per-

cent of all service jobs in the 50-100 plus

employee companies and 40 percent of these

jobs in the CB Survey companies.

In the case of the female- intensive in-

dustries even the most cynical observer

would not be likely to write off the observed

improvements in the job opportunites for

women as being totally fictional. There was

clear movement much closer to labor force

parity in too many of the upscale categories

in which substantial numbers of people were

employed. This could be because it is easier

to find more qualified women for these jobs;

or because these emploYers continue to be

more receptive to the idea of using femak

talents; or because these employers have had

large numbers of women on their payrolls in

lower level jobs and fear they are vulnerable

to expensive backpay awards in class action

lawSuits alleging employment discrimina-

tion; or because these 'particular industries

have been growing; or for a vihole host of

other plausible reasons; Indeedl,a number of

sophisticated observers suggest they would

be inclined_ to check a; box indicating their

answer to the question of "Why?" is "all o

the above."

It is even tempting to consider that very

large companies in the female-intensive. in-

dustries may have done an especially effec,

tive job Of improving job opportunities for

women - possibly because they have felt

some of the pressures mentioned above most

keenly because they are so visible, and also

because they have had the staff and the

money to do the job most effectively. But

because the CB Survey companies are not

likely to be typim4f all very large com-

panies in female-intensive indistries, our

data cannot support this broad conclusion.

At best we can 'say these particular com-

panies seem to have made very real progress.,
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IN. 1970; there were' many whole occupa-

tional categories in. various industriesas

weIL.as many relatively common, more

specific jobs and job families4--within the

corporate sector that could clearly be

classified as "nontraditional" areas for

women, because they represented 10 percent

or less of the work force. Many of these non-

traditional occupational categories and jobs

are in the, male-intensive industries, and,

consistent with the other patterns of change

in male-female _employment _from 1970 to

1975 that have already been discussed, they

have proved especially resistant to rapid

change,

Nontraditional

Categories

The accompanying_matrices_show_the pro-

portion_ of women in each occupation-by- in-

dustry category within the corporate sector.

Those cells that are totally blank are ones in

which women had 10 percent or less of the

total employment; the color becom_es pro-

gresSivelY darker and then darker and grayer

to show increasingly larger proportions Of

women in the work force. For example, the

first grayish color indicates that the propor-

tion 'of women_ employed iS 26 to 35

percentrdatively close to the 31 percent

overall representation of women in the cor-

porate sector in 1970; and the next darker,

grayish color indiCates that th,e proportion of

women is 36 to 45 percentrelatively close.
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to the women's 38,percent share in the total

U.S. work force in 1970.'

In 1970, Census data (which in effect

covers companies of all sizes) showed that

out of a total of 52 occupation-by-industry

categories there were 20 in_ which women

represented 10 percent _or _leK of the_ total

number of employees, and these categories

included 47 percent of all the male employ-

ees in the corporate sector but only 5 percent

of the women. By 1975, CPS estimates show

that the number of nontraditional_categories

for women had only dropped to 17, and they

still included 42 percent of all male

employees.

In the companies with 50-Ilk or more

etnployees that reported to the EEOC, in

1970 out Of a total of 74 occupation-by-

-4-fore-specific industry categories where data

were available and there was a significant

'As in previous sections of the thartbook, several dif-

ferent sources of data have been tapped to provide a

rough indication of what the situation was in 1970 and

in 1975 in different sizes of companies. The industry

and the occupational categories .that can be presented

are not always precisely the sarne;_ moreover, the CB

Survey companies are not typical of all very large com-

panies. Accordingly, for any given yearsay, 1970it

is best merely to form overall impressions of the

lightness or darkness of the three matrices that are

presented and not to consider exactly how many cells of

each degre of darkness there are in the three Charts. But

the 1970 and 1975 charts covering any particular size-of-

company. data are, more directly comparable, and

changes in the number of cells of different degrees of

darkness between the two years can be used as relatiVely

rough indicator s of the amount of change that has oc-

curred,

population to count; there_were 26 nontradi-

tional categories. for_women-. They included

39 percent of all theinales and only 3 percent

of all the females employed. By 1975, the

number _ of nontraditional categories., for

women had dropped to 22, but they still ac-

counted for 36 percent of all males employed

in these companies.

Among the very large, but probably

atypical, companies_ submitting matched

employment idata in the CB Survey, in 1970

there were 28 categories out of a total of 57

to be counted in the matrix that were non-

traditional categories for women. They in-

cluded 64 percent of the male employees, but

only 6 percent of the women. By 1975 the

number of nontraditional categories for

women had dropped ta 2'; but they still in-

cluded 59 percent of all themen employed.

Thus, regardless of company size, by 1975

there_had been a reduction in the number of

occupation:by-industry categories from

which women were virtually excluded. But,

as the absence or lightness of color in so

many categories in all three 1975 matrices at-

tests, there was still much1 less:than parity in

the overall occupational distribution of men

and women in the corporate sector.

Specific Nontraditional Jobs

According_to the 1970 Census, there were

literally hundreds of more specific kinds of

jobs that could be characterized as nontradi-

tional ones for women. Even when the list is

limited to jobs in which women make up 10
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t
percent or less of the work force and in

which the total mployment in thetorporate

sector in 1970 as around 30,000 or more, it

still includes at least 82 different nontradi-

tional jobs and job fittiliek Furthermore,

these nontraditional jobs represented a very

important segment of the total employment

'within the corporate sector, Over h If of all

the min were employed in them; whiffwhifC only 4

percent of the women were-.

_ The remainder of this tiction dea s with

the nature of these jobs and with h1ow the

representation of women in them had

changed by ;975 in 207 very large companies

that r esponded to another section of the CB

Survey. (Unfortunately; the year-to-year

statistics collected_ by the CPS regarding

male-female employment in these various

jobs very stable.)

__ Sometimes a nontraditional job or job

category is a common one in several dif-

ferent kinds of industries, For example, ex-

cept in retail trade, the job of sales manager

was a nontraditional one in all industries in

1970. (This does not mean of course, that all

sales manager jobs are the same or that they

all require identical _qualifications.) But

sometimes almost all the employment in a

NONTRADITONAL JOBS FOR WOMEN IN 1970

nontraditional job occurs in one particular

kind of industry. For example; there were

few brickmasons and stonemasons working

outside the construction industry in 1970,

And, again; sometimes a job is a nontradi-

tional one for women in one industry, but not

in any others, For example, in 1970 it was

only in durables manufacturing that there

was 10 percent or less representation of

women among the sizable number of pur-

chasing agents and buyers. The accompany .

ing table, showing 82 major nontraditional

jobs for women within the corporate sector

in 1970, takes such considerations into ac-

Occupation

Percent

Women Occupation

Percent

Women

All Industries 1

Managers and Administrators: Laborers:
Sales managers(except in retail trade) 3%

Freight and material handlers 7

Professional; Technical Workers: Warehouse laborers 3

Drafting technicians

Electrical and electronic technicians

7

6
Service Workers:

Guardslexcepl in retail trade) 2

Engineers Janitors (except irf Mance and insurance) 8

CraftWorkers: Apprentices (all)

Cabinetmakers

Car ters

5

1
Within Broad Industrial Classifications

&cid Jens 2 A. Construction

Machin ts 3 Managers and administratorsexcept sales managers (shown

Mechaniès and repairers 2 above) and except office managers 2%

Painters; construction and maintenance 4 Sales workers 10'

Plu mbers and pipefitters Bluacollar worker-supervisors 1

Sheelmetal workers and tinsmiths. 2 Brickmasons and stonemasons 1

Operatives (Including Transport): Cementand concrete finishers 1

DelWery and route workers 3 Excavating, grading and road machine operators

Fork lift and tow motor operatives 2 Rooters and slaters 1

Mine operatives 2 Structural metal workers

Truck drivers 1 Dry wall installers and lathers 1

Welders and fla mecutlers 6 Construction laborers 2

82

145

4

46



NONTRADITIAL JOBS FOR WOMEN IN 1970 (continued)

,71

Occupation

Pekent

Women Occupation

Percent

Women

B. Manufacturing, Durable Goods

PUtdrilitirig Spirits andbuyers 9%

Managers and administrators In utilitiles and sanitary services

except sales managers (shown above) and except office

Other. managers and adminittratorsexcept salesmanagers managers 4

Shown abOve) arid except Oka managers 3 Airplane pilots

Designers 7 Meter readers, utilities _ 3

Operations and systems researthers and analysts 5 Shipping and receiving clerks 8

Sales representatives 5 Blue.collar worker supervisors (except in communications) 2

Blue-collar worker supervisors (eXcepl tfl eleCtrical machinery ElectrIt power line and cable installers and repairers 1

and edu 0-pent' 3 inspectors 3

Crane, derrick and hoist operators
1

Locomotive engineers

'JO and die setters, metal 3 Stationary engineers

Millwrights_
1

Telephone Installers and repairers 3

Pattern and mbdel makers 4 Teleph-one line installers and repairers

Tool and die makers 2 Railroad brake operators and couplers 1

Furnace tenders, smelters and pourer's, metal 4 Railted SWitch operators 1

Grinding machine operatives
6 Taxicab drivers and chauffeurs 5

Lathe and milling machine operatives 5 Longshore workers and stevedores 2

Saw_yers

Timber cutting and logging workers

Miscellaneous laborers in primary metal industries

a

2

2

E Wholesale and Retail Trade

Managers and administrator e in -wholesale tradeexcept sales

_managerOshown_above)and.except_office managers 5%

C. Manufacturing, Nondurable Goods
Retail managers and administratorsexcept sales managers,

department heads-and office Managersin:

Managers and administratorsexcept sales.managers (shown Gasoline service statio s 3

above) and except office managersIn industries other than Grocery stores 10

apparel and other fabricated textiles, and printing and Moior vehicles anda essories 2

_publishing

ChinilitS
4%

'9

Pharmacists

Retail sales worker n motor vehicles and accessories

9

3

Blue-collarworker supervisors (except in textiles of all kinds,

apparel, leather products, and printing and publishing) 6

Sales representatives, wholesale trade

Shipping-and-receiving-clerks, wholesale trade

6

8

Printing press operators 6 Blue.collar worker supervisors; wholesale trade 6

Mixing operatives 4 Garage workers and gas station attendants 3

Meat cuttersand butchers 5

D. Transportation, Communications, Other Public Utilities F. Firtartce and I niurance

Railroad conductors_ 1% Stock and bond sales agents 9

Source: 1970 Census of Population

1 7 ,
118
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count.,The first pan applies to all industries;

the second part applies only within each

listed broad industrial classification,

Apparently it is byjno means 'easy to in

the representation of women in jobs

where they constitute 10 percent or less of

the work force; The accompanying table

summarizes the CB Survey data with respect

tocompanies reporting progress on- non-

triditionafjobs that were common in several

different industries. The overwhelming ma-

jority of the companies with more than ten

employees in each of the nontraditional oc

cupations reported no real improvement by

1975 over the situation reflected for women

in the 1970 Census figures, Skilled blue- col-

lar jobs appear,to have been the most dif-

ficult to _bring women _into; along_ with

semiskilled mine operative jobs; and jobsas

truck {kiwi's, welderi and flamecutters-,_ and

apprentices Only a handful of the com-

panies reported that their 1975 work forces

in_these jobs included a larger percentage of

women than the 1970 Census percentages.

Similarly only a handful of the companies

reported that they had been able to increase

the proportion of women in these jobs by

mere than 1 percent of the total work force

since 1970, for example, increasing the

representation of women from, say, 3 per-

cent to more than 4 percent, 'A greater

number Of successes were reported in mov-

ing women into such nontraditional jobs as

sales manager, drafting technician; engineer,

warehouse laborer; janitor and guard-,

The successes reported in changing the

representation of women in nontraditional

jobs in specific industry classifications were

even more scattered. The overwhelming ma-

84
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COMPANY REPORTS ON EMPLOYMENT FO' il SOME NONTRADITIONAL JOBS

.41Ym1......M.

Occupation

Of the companies with 10 or more

such jobs:

Those ln-

creasing the .13ase

Those whose representation (Those

_ 1975 work of women by companies

forceinciucied more than 1% With

%Female .morelhan of the total 10 or more

Representation the indicated worn force such jobs

In 1910 Census 0/0 women since 1910 in 1975)

Managers and Administrators:

Sales managers (except in retail trade)

Professional, Technical Workers:

Drafting technicians

Electrical and electronic technicians

Engineers

Craft Workers:

Cabinetmakers 1

Carpenters

Electricians

Machinists

Meehanics and repairers

Painters, construction and

maintenance

Plumbers and pipelitters

Sheetmetal workers-and tinsmiths

Operatives (Including Transport):

Delivery and route workers

Fork lift and tow motor operatives

Mine operatives

Truck drivers

Welders and flamecutters

Laborers:

Freight and material handlers

Warehouse laborers

Service Workers:

Guards (except in retail trade)

Janitors(except in finance and

insurance)_

Apprentices (al.

Source: CB Survey

3% 31% 38% (179)

7 15 27

6 10 17 (12,1)

1 16 21 (153)

5 Omi
(17)

1 1 (89)

2 2 2 (126)

3 3 5 (116)

2 4 7 (151)

4 3 4 (121)

1 2 1 (102)

2 (63)

3 11 11 184)

2 7 11 (124)

2 3 6 135)

1 2 3 (131)

6 3 2 (116)

7 12 14 (122)

3 17 20 (132)

2 14 19 (119)

8 28 18 (141)

1 9 8 (99)



jority of the companies had no such-.changes

to report; but OCT a quarter of the com-

panies in durable and nondurable goods

manufacturing and in the transvrtatidni

COMMUlliCinfti and other utilities category,

did ieport -SUOXSS in increasing the represen--

tation al/omen in-their various nontradi-

tional managerial and-administrative jobs.

More than tell nondurable goods manufac-

turing companies alsoreportedprogress over

the 1970 figures for chartists and more than

ten electric and gas utilities companies

reported 2progress for women as_ meter

readers. But for the rest of the !Ong list of

jobs shown on page 82 as being nontradi-

tional, the available survey data offer no real

reason to assume the employment picture for

women was any different in 1975 than it had

been in 1970,

However, in addition to reporting pro-

gras on the 82 nontraditional jobs listed on

the CB-Survey questionnaire, 77 companies

indicated there were other, more specific

kinds of jobs that had been nontraditional

ones for women in their own organizations
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on .which the proportion of women in the

work force had increased by more than one

full percentage_point ty1975. (In a few cases

the reported increases were in the 20-30

percentage point range.) Among the jobs

mentioned by several companies were:

accountant

actuary or actuarial student

attorney

chemical process operator

computer programmer

computer systems analyst

data-processing machine operator

department head

insurance-claims adjuster

insurancmales agent

insurance-sales representative

insurance-underwriter

internal auditor

investment analyst

marketinglnalyst

meter tester

personnel manager

physician

supervisor

Of course, there is no particular reason to

asssume that the representation of women

will ultimately end up at 30 to 40 percent of

the work force for all nontraditional jobs;

There-are some of these jobs for which it is

very difficult to develop a rationale as to

why employment parity for men and women

should not be achieved. But there are a

number of other nontraditional jobs on

which the greater height and more muscular

physique of the average male might well put

the average female at considerable disad-

vantage; Nonetheless; as the courts have

noted in interpreting the nondiscrimination

laws, this fact should not preclude those in-

dividual women who re interested and

qualified for employment in these jobs from

being hired. The goal of equal employment

opportunity for women requires taking into

account their changing qualifications, needs

and desires; it does not, however, require

forcing women to accept jobs they do not

want or cannot perform well just to enable

an employer to achieve some "magic"

number.
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